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President Evelyn Handler held her first Press Conference on 
Tuesday. (Barbie Walsh photo) 
Handler stresses 
res~arch, repairs 
By Todd Balf 
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Employees complain 
Work Ullsafe at WENH-TV 
By Laura Flynn 
Employees of Channel 11, New 
Hampshire's Public television 
station, fear their health i<. in 
danger. 
The news did not air last night 
because hazardous working 
conditions forced the newswriters 
out of their office to an office 
where there were no long distance 
. phones. 
For the last month, many of the 
station's employees have told 
station and University adminis-
tr-ators they suspect they have been 
exposed to carbon monoxide and 
asbestos and silicone fibers 
because of construction being 
done in the MUB. 
The construction, due to be 
completed by October 15, is part of 
a University-wide program to 
transform the steam heating 
system into a low temperature/ hot 
water system. 
The construction began in early 
July and involves removing old 
piping and insultaion and 
replacing it with new equipment. 
Employees who · worked at the 
station this summer and fall had to 
work around the welders and 
construction men who were 
working on the project. 
"I came in to work on Monday 
mornmg ot this weeK anct 1 coUict 
hardly breathe because there was 
so much dust in the air," said 
Laurie Dewyea, Graphic Designer 
for Channel 11. 
"I worked for two hours on 
Tuesdy and developed an 
incredible sore throal and 
headache and I had to leave work. 
The next morning I felt fine, until 
I came to work again,,,· Dewyea 
explained. 
The welding has been going on 
in the station since the semester 
began and the gas generator which 
powers the equipment is located 
outside one of the ventilators in the 
dungeon. 
• 
Employees feared that the 
odoroos exhaust which came in 
through the venilator contained 
carbon monoxide, and many of 
their physical symptoms were 
similar to those caused by carbon 
monoxide poisoning. 
"The working conditions in the 
newsroom area are completely 
unacceptat>Ie. \Ve havt bctu 
subject to serious pollution of the 
air from welding, and demolition 
activities. Not to mention noise 
pollution," said Chip Neal, 
Production Supervisor and Senior 
producer-director. 
Several employees complained 
of irritated scratchy, dry eyes, sore 
throats, severe headaches at the 
end _of their workdays, coughing, 
and allergy attacks. 
"I went into the dungeon and 
artwork area at the beginning of 
this week where they were welding 
WENH-TV, page~ nine 
Kolodn y lawsuit IS settled 
By Todd Balf 
Former Assistant English 
Professor Annette Kolodny's 
sexual and religious discrimi-
nation suit against the University 
of New Hampshire was settled out 
of court on T.uesday. _ 
The suit, originally filed in June 
1977, was settled on September 30, 
according to a court clerk at the 
U.S. District Court in Concord. 
Joseph Millimet, the University 
Systems of New Hampshire lawyer 
representing UNH substantiated 
the report. 
He said the terms of the 
settlement would not be disclosed 
for approximately a week because 
of processing the. necessary paper 
work. ' 
Kolodny had charged the 
administration with failing to hire 
women and Jews for top positions.· 
In 1978, the case was amended 
and subsequently delayed, in order 
to include complaints against the 
University tenure process after 
Kolodny was denied tenure in June 
of that year. 
The suit had been scheduled to 
come before Judge Lockland in 
~oncord on October 6, but 
according to a court official a 
judgement was dismissed by 
"reason of action" between the 
parties represented. 
Millimet said, "the case has been 
settled, and I think both parties are 
satisfied." He refused to go into 
any depth about the agreement 
saying, "it isn't formalized yet so I 
can't say anything until the papers 
are signed." 
Kolody is presently working on 
a book with a publishing deadline, 
apd she said the whole matter was 
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President Evelyn Handler 
discussed the University's many 
budget problems at her first press 
conference Tuesday. 
, far ranging IO year plan. Before 
' television cameras and many 
Seacost reporters, Handler 
talked about increasing sponsored research and salaries r-____________________________ __:. _____________ _ 
According to Hand.ler, 
approximately $6 million is needed 
for general repairs on UNH 
buildings, and an additional $7 
million for faculty research and 
contracts. · 
In a prepared text before about 
30 media representatives, Handler· 
alluded to the "freeze" she imposed 
on hiring for all vacant positions at 
the University at the onset of the 
year. 
Some of the vacant positions. 
under review include Dean of 
Liberal Arts, Dean of Engineering 
and Physical Sciences, Dean of 
WSBE, and Vice-President of 
Student Affairs. 
Handler said, "there is nothing 
more devastating to a new 
administration than instituting a 
sizeable bud2et cut." 
Although she described the 
relationship between th,_s. 
University and the legislature as a 
mutual understanding of each 
others' problems, she warned 
against the legislature opposing 
the University's proposed bienniel 
budget. 
"The University's problems are 
New Hampshire's problems. It is 
not good to provide education 
which is lip service to the 
educational process," she said. 
In addition to reviewing vacant 
positions before the University, · 
Handler outlined other goals in a 
Inside 
Editori;il ......... pag-:s 12:i., 
Features .......... pages 14, 15 
Class t\d, . . ......... page 19 
Comics ... . .. . ....... page 16 
Sports . . . . . . . ... ·r,ages 21-24 , 
among faculty. She also stressed 
the need for approximately $6 
million for general repairs on 
UNH buildings. 
Handler spoke of a "very tight 
fiscc:tl evaluation," in which· the 
presently vacant positions at the 
University would be reviewed. 
She said, "th~ elimination of 
some (positions)" is possible, 
•'while we take the strongest 
elements of the University and 
move ahead. 
The decisions would not be 
made by Handler, but "by the 
appropriate deans and chair-
persons," according to Handler. 
President Handler said, in somei 
instances "decisions must be made 
whether you want part-timers or 
full-timers." 
In regard to the lack of upkeep 
on the many buildings at UNH she 
said, "you know what happens 
when you don't address small 
problems on a continuing basis." 
Throueh internal allocation 
and an Alumni Association, 
Handler hopes to raise $6 million 
to combat ••roofs, fences, siding, 
and neglected vehicles" which 
need attention. -
Handler termed these general 
repairs at "one of the areas in 
neglect." 
___ •~something _ ha~ to go when 
funds are limited. In future years, 
funds for the elimination of 
deferred maintenance will be-
planned into the operating 
budget," she said. 
Handler proposed broadening 
the faculty's ideas, through 
"faculty development in teaching 
modes, research, and exchange 
programs." 
Handler advocates a $7 million 
increase in sponsored research, 
and contracts from the present 
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Man with kaleidoscope eyes . 
By Dennis Cauchon 
While tripping on LSD eleven 
years ago, Doug Sickel entered an 
"energy spiral" that changed his 
life. 
"I have always been in heaven 
since then. It was like being in a 
kaleidoscope. It wasn't rational. It 
made less sense thart the 
experience of the senses," says 
SirlceL D')W 32 and a resirlent "l an 
apple orctiarct on the way to Lee. 
During that trip, which 
physically took him down Mill and 
Packers Falls Roads, Sickel has· 
"become enlightened ... one with 
the universe." 
Since then, Sickel has been a 
fixture at the University, scanning 
books in the library by day and 
sieeping in the College_ Woo1s by 
m!;m. un me colder wmter mghts 
;~~ ~;~_: :: ; 
last year, he lett his home near a 
radio transmitter and slept amid a 
pile of books in the overnight room 
of the library. 
"I hope to find a place to live. 
I've spent about a year in the 
_woods--1 gueh it's called 
squatting, but I'm not ashamed/ 
he says. 
"I've been ill for the last few 
years. Living outside was a 
mistake. I was delirious (from 
exposure) for a bout a week around 
Christmas. I was walking around 
dazed and with a fever. .. Since I've 
suffered from exposure, I've worn 
winter clothes all the time. I don't 
mind being hot, but I don't like 
being cold/' he says. 
Even during the hottest summer 
days Sickel wears a wool swelter 
and wool pants .. both several sizes 
too big. His boots are unlaced, hi•s 
hair uncomb'ed and uncut, and his 
teeth unbrushed. 
Words come quietly and ·slowly 
from inside his untamed beard. His 
eyes, serene and brown, bespeak 
the loneliness and peace of 
solitude. 
"I've always been a person of , 
solitude," he says .. "I've never pur' 
myself in a position where I had to 
be psychologically aggressive." 
He was quiet and spent most of 
his time in the library during his 
years at Haverhill (Mass.) High 
School--a place he describes as 
large and cold. He played second. 
string junior varsity football there, 
"but I was small and never very . 
good." 
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Doug Sickel, a former UNH Rugby player, lives and thin~s in the woods. (George N~wton photo) 
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John Grimes opened the Community Market on Main Street in 1946. (Barbie Walsh photo) 
Grimes recalls good 'ole days 
• By Jeffrey Tyler 
John Grimes has owned and 
managed the Community Market 
on Main Street, Durham since 
1946. Born in Dover in 1916, 
Grimes has grown with the area. 
"When. I was a little kid my 
father would take me into Durham 
because they used to serve ice 
cream at an ice cream bar over in a 
building by the fire station," he 
recalled. "There would always be a 
big line. They made the ice cream 
there and you couldn't find any 
better anywhere. People came 
from all over to buy it." 
John Grimes went through high 
school at Dover. He didn't go to 
college. 
"In 1935 I went to work at the 
First National grocery store in 
Durham, ot course, that's gone 
now. I became the manager of it in 
1938. I opened my own store in 
1946 and I've been here ever since." 
John Grimes can be found most 
any day behind the cash register at 
his store. He, like any other small 
storekeeper, has his regular 
customers who simply call him 
"John". 
"The first day that my store 
opened a woman came in and said, 
•1 want you to know my name's 
Mrs. Paine and I wish you luck.' 
She was the widow of Ralph D. 
Paine, the author. He wrote books 
about Phillips Exeter Academy .. 
She was a nice woman." · 
"Once I was,in the store here and 
she yelled to me, (she lived in the 
house beside the store), 'What are 
you doing Johnny? Come on over, 
there's two on base!'Professor Phil 
Marston lived in the apartment 
above her," Grimes remembered. 
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He crosses country for Anderson 
By Einar Sunde 
On July 11, Edwin G. Kirtner 
rode out of Portland on his n~wly-
purchased Soma ten-speed. He. is 
due to arrive in Portland today at 
noon. 
John Anderson," Kirtner said .. 
"Sure I got a lot out of the 
experience, but my real reason for 
going was to campaign for 
Anderson." 
Big deal? It is, when one 
considers the 26-vear-olcl 
Virginian has ridden 2,600 miles 
through 14 states in t~e pro~ess. 
Kirtner -landed in Portland, 
Oregon with his college roommate 
and roommate's brother at 4 a.m. 
A few hours after stepping off the 
plane, the trio had put their bikes 
together, and had set off on a 
cross-country trip that, for 
Kirtner, would take almost four 
months. 
Kirtner, busy devouring a cup of 
Dannon yogurt, was wearing an 
Anderson T-shirt. 
"I didn't even like this stuff 
before the trip," Kirtner said, 
referring to the yogurt. "Now I 
can't get enough of it." 
Kirtner said his roommate and 
roommate's brother went on the 
trip just for the experience, but 
Kirtner had other reasons. 
"I went on the trip to support 
Kirtner said that while his two 
comrades had to end their trip 
early, he decided to go on alone. 
"My roommate and his brother 
had to go back to school, so they 
flew from Nebraska , " he said. 
"But I didn't have a time limit, so I 
kept on going." 
Kirtner, who graduated from 
Virginia Tech this spring with a 
degree in Material Engineering, 
did not train for the trip. 
"I hadn't been on a bike in l 0 
News briefs 
Dirty water 
Tap water turned black for a short time in building- on campus 
yesterday. _PPO&M reported receiving several complaint calls 
around noontime, but responsibility for the dirty water in Hamilton 
Smith Hall, the Memorial Union Building, and others belonged t0 
the Fire Department. Firefighters were testing hte pressure' ;, . 
hydrants around campus for half an hour yesterday morning, 
releasing dirty water in the lines. 
Recorder theft 
Two pocket tape recorders, valued at $99 each, were reported 
stolen on October ·l from a locked storage cabinet on the second 
floor of the service building across from Kingsbury Hall. 
The tape recorders are believed to have been taken between Sept. 
26 and Sept. 30. 
The weather 
Today will be cloudy and cool, highs 58-64. There is a chance of 
rain developing by late afternoon. Tonight will be cool, with rain 
likely·;· Lows will be in ;the low 50's. Rain will end Saturday. but i~ 
will f~m_31n c~ol ~ith,_h.ig,s~iri tJ:ie mid 5Q's_: · ·. . . 
- . . .• i . . . ' J ) Ii 
years," he said, smiling. "The first 
week was a little -rough." 
The three bikers covered 
between 60 and 90 miles a day, 
according to Kirtner, and camped 
on the roadside at night. 
"It was over 100 degrees every 
day out west," Kirtner said. "And 
the 40-pound pack didn't help." 
However, Kirtner felt the · 
scenery more than made up for any 
hardship. 
"Going through the Rockies in 
Montana was terrific," the blond-
haired biker said. "I'd never seen 
anything like that before." 
Kirtner said he had no bad 
experiences during the trip, and in 
general found the people helpful. 
"Everybody was very friendly," 
he said, "and everyone wanted to 
help." 
In Nebraska, things began to 
happen. Kirtner had his first 
television interview in Omaha. 
"Since it was my first TV 
interview, I .was pretty nervous," 
Kirtner recalled. 
Since that interview, Kirtner 
estimates htat he has been 
interviewed by "a couple hundred 
newspapers." 
Although Kirtner had been 
supporting Anderson, he had been 
doing it on his own. After the TV 
interview, he was contacted by ;the 
Anderson campaign. From that 
point on, there was no sleeping in 
the tents. 
"They (the Anderson campaign) 
provided places for me to stay 
overnight," Kirtner said. "All I had 
to do was call ahead and they 
arranged for me to stay in a private 
home." 
Nebraska was also where 
. Kirtner began to have bike trouble. 
"In Nebraska they have these 
briars that give you a flat about 
every mile," he said. "I finally 
ended up getting airless tires." 
Kirtner said he had no trouble 
with flats after that, adding that 
BICYCLIST, page 11 
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Women's Center open 
and Isos is dissolved 
The Women's Center is 
functioning again this year after 
losing their Student Activity Fee 
funding last year. And Isos, a 
·group formed by student senate as 
an alternative to the center, has 
been dissolved 
Isos members asked the Senate 
Activity Fee Council on Tuesday 
to recommend to the Student 
Senate that Isos' concept be 
rescinded and its $6,000 budget be 
put back into the programming 
fund. 
The Women's Center held their 
first official meeting of the school 
year Wednesday evening in their 
offi"t> in the MlTR 
"This is a kind of starting over," 
said Lisa Palley, a spokesperson 
for the group. 
Presently, they have no funding, 
but are looking at two potential 
sources. 
According to Palley, the group 
plans to meet with the MUSO 
Special Project Fund and the 
SAFC Programming Fund. 
The center has a chance to bring 
Meg Christian to the UNH campus 
on November 24. Palley said if 
they could get funding for the 
concert performance, they could 
"conceivably raise $2,000 from 
ticket sales." 
"It would give us a place to work 
from," she said. "We have to let the 
University know we're doing 
something.•~ 
The Women's Center is in the 
same place--on the bottom floor of 
the MUB in Room 134. 
They have a lending library with• 
information on abortion, health, 
gay rights, and other issues. . 
They also have a referral service 
and a file on child care, 
gynecology, and other related 
sources. 
When they voted not to give 
money to the center, the Student 
Senate set up an :id-hoc committee 
to organize a new organization. 
"The Senate said they didn't like 
what was going on in here," Palley 
said. "And that there were not 
enough things for men or not 
enough male authors in our 
library--even though the majority 
of students on campus are women. 
Besides, we never said men 
couldn't come in here." 
Until the time that the Women's 
Center gets funding, they plan to 
work with their own limited 
resources. 
CENTER, page 16 
Nicaraguans speak 
on Literacy Crusade 
By Einar Sunde 
"The work ,was dangerous, fifty 
of us were killed before the crusade 
· was over. But we knew we were 
going to have trouble even before · 
we started." 
Those are the words of 18-year-
old Ruben Ulloa, one of 110,000 
J'.';"ic:uaguan youths who traveled 
to every remote corner of 
· Nicaragua this summer to teach 
700,000 people to read and write 
Ulloa and 16-year-old Azucena 
Venegas Leiva, another volunteer 
in the National Literacy Crusade, 
accompanied by Reverend 
Bernard Survil, an American 
working in Nicaragua, spoke to a 
crowd of 35 in Horton Social 
Science Center Room 210 last 
Tu~sday. 
Speaking through a translator, 
the two Nicaraguans told of 
experiences they had while 
teaching peasants in the 
mountains. They worked in the 
fields during the day and taught in 
the afternoons. 
When the Literacy Crusade 
began March 24, the Nicaraguan 
illiteracy rate was 52 percent. On 
August 23, when the crusade 
ended, the illiteracy rate stood at 
12 percent. __ 
The crusade was one of the first 
nation-wide projects carried out by 
the leftist Sandist regime since it 
ousted Samoza and seized control 
of the country last summer. 
"Many parents opposed the 
crusade because of the danger 
NICARAGUAN, page 11 
Ruben Ulloa, a Nicaraguan volunteer in the ~ational literary 
campaign spoke,i\t ;V~~ 9~ ,~~~l\efday. (Ned Fmkel ~-~?~~~,, .. 
t. ' .. \. 
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Eileen Maltese is the new program director for the MUB (Ned Finkel 
photo) 
Maltese to direct 
MUB programs 
By Tim Hilchey "Private Lighting" just released 
The Memorial Union Student an LP and will recieve $2,600.00 
Organization (MUSO), has a new for their October 24 and 25 
officer this fall who will be appearances, Maltese said. There 
responsible for coordinating will be a four dollar charge for 
programs for the Mub Pub. students and six dollar charge for 
The position of Program non-students. 
Director was created as a result of Maltese said the Pub was given 
last year's . attempted merger. $3,000.00 to cover programming 
between M USO and the Student costs this semester. 
Committee on Public Entertain- There are 30 scheduled dates on 
ment (SCOPE). the Mub Pub calendar. 
In a close decision the Student Maltese said the P.ub showed a 
Senate gave SCOPE total control profit from the recent appearance 
over concert scheduling ending the of the I Q's. 
long competition between SCOPE WUNH broadcast the Saturday 
and MUSO for quality acts and night performance over the radio. 
show dates. MUSO will continue "Much of my programming will 
to present films and lectures as well be determined by student 
as the traditional jazz series. response," Maltese said. 
Eileen Maltese, a transfer Maltese said its convenient on-
student from Springfield College campus location and ~ts lower beer 
in Springfield, Mass., has taken. prices make it a good alternative to 
_over the position vacated by higher-priced Portsmouth and 
former Program Director Paul Dover night spots. 
Needham. Until someone is hired to fill the 
Needham, a pre-law student at secretarial positiQn Maltese 
UNH, left the position last week vacated when she became the new 
._ due to a demanding course load. director, she will fulfill those duties 
Maltese plans to provide a also. 
variety of entertainment at the "I can't handle both jobs," she 
Mub Pub this semester. Scheduled said. "The sooner we .._ get a 
acts range from Jean the Belly replacement, the better it will be." 
Dancer to Boston based New MUSO Director John ·Feins 
Wave rock band "Private appointed Maltese to the post 
lighting." when Needham left. . 
Poulton competes 
for CSU position 
By Anne Schlaefle . . . 
Schlaefle is a reporter for The CSU ~eact10ns to hi~ speech were 
Collegian, a daily studeni vaned but everyone present 
newspaper at Colorado State seemed to respond. 
University. She was commissioned On_e woman, who asked to. 
by The New Hampshire to cover :.ema_m a~onymous, com~e!lted, 
p O u/ t O n 's v; sit. _ ,. . I thm~ his openness to new i_d~as 
FORT COLLINS, COLORADO- is cert~mly a plus for t_he position 
While Bruce Poulton, chancellor of president. And t~e kmd of wor_k 
of the University System of New hes ~one c~mc~rmng women is 
Hampshire, was in Fort Collins very _impressive. . 
this week campaigning for the Mmonty_ stude!lt r~presentatlve 
p·osition of Colorado State !ohn BaraJ~s sa!d, I was very 
University (CSU) president, he i~pr~ssed with his frankness_ an~. 
spoke to a group of minority his directness.towards ~verythmg_. 
students and faculty represent- . Poult_o~ said he wa_smterest~d m 
•atives on UNH's concern with the position of president because 
hiring more women. Co_l~r~do State offered the 
Poulton is one of five finalists activities _he w~s ~ost concerned 
actively vying for the presidential - a b?ut. . Smee it. is a land-grant 
position. university he said ~e thought he 
Yesterday afternoqn Poulton had _the appropriate type of 
met with the minority interest experience. 
groups. During the afternoon "'I hav_e de_ep r~.spect for land-
session he emphasized the progress grant um~ernties, he added. 
he had made with the hiring of _One. mam area of concern for ~he 
women in top staff positions at the mmonty groups who ~et w~th 
University of New Hampshire. Po~lton yesterday was affirmative 
""We are the only institution in action. 
the state of New Hampshire with a 
significant number of women on POULTON, page 17 
our staff," he said. · 
• 
IS forced to resign 
By Millie Pelletier 
Former Lord Hall Director, 
Tim Radsky, signed a letter of 
resie:nation effective September 24 
under what he expressed as '"great 
duress." · · 
On Friday, September 19, 
Radsky went to Flagstones' 
restaurant with a couple of other 
Hall Directors for a few beers. He 
returned to Lord Ball and joined 
20 or so students at a private party 
in_ one of the rooms - for a couple 
more beers. 
An area Hall Director informed 
Radsky's supervisor, Area I 
Coordinator, Cynthia Cummings 
of the affair, suggesting he was 
drunk. Monday morning, 
Cummings warned Radsky that 
there would probably be a written, 
p1 obatiouary lette r of the cYcnt on 
his record. 
Radsky left campus and 
returned Wednesday to find a note 
from · Cummings stating that she 
had cancelled all her meetings and 
that he was to meet with her and 
Assistant Director of Staff 
Programs, Scott Chesney. 
"'I didn't try ·to defend my 
actions," said Radsky. Chesney 
offered - him two alternatives, to 
resign and receive two weeks' 
severance pay, or to get firoo. 
Chesney added that the former 
wouldn't lo'ok as bad on a record, 
and that either action could be 
appealed. 
Radsky reflected, "My wh_ole 
body was just twitching; I couldn't 
think straight." When he asked for 
a couple of days to think about it, 
Chesney replied that .tfiey'd really 
like to "get it over with," according 
to Radsky. To Radsky, this 
implied he make a decision on the 
spot. He chose to resign. 
Chesney suggested that he have 
his secretary type up a short letter 
of resignation. Radsky signed, but 
he had not written the letter 
himself. , 
Thursday, (Sept. 25) Radsky 
received a letter signed by the 
Director of Residential Life, Carol 
Bischoff,"officially accepting" his 
·resignation. Bischoff is on 
vacation and not available for 
comment at this time. 
The letter further directed, "We 
will expect you to check out with 
Cynthia and have all of your 
possessions out of the apartment 
by Sunday, September 28, 1980," 
and informed him, "You will be 
paid through September 30, 1980." 
A carbon copy of the letter was 
sent to Scott Chesney and to 
Cynthia Cummings. 
Radsky referred to page 10 of his 
"Professional, ,A.dzninistra tive , 
Technical Staff'(PAT) handbook. 
"Wherr terminating the 
employment of a staff member, the 
campus shall give a minimum of90 
days' written notice," the 
handbook states. "The notice shall 
indicate the reasons for the action. 
This notice should be given only 
following a documented good faith 
effort on the part of the supervisor 
to resolve problems in advance." 
Radsky was not informed of this 
benefit. 
The PAT handbook also states 
that: During the evaluation period, 
the supervisors and staff should try 
to "resolve" the deficiencies in the 
employee's performance." 
In addition to not being 
informed of the benefit of the 90 
days' notice, Radsky feels hasty 
handiwork did not permit time for 
an all-out effort at reform. · 
In a subsequent meeting, 
Chesney informed Radskv he had 
no right to appeal the decision, 
because his employment was 
terminated during his probation-
ary period. This rule, from the 
PAT handbook, contradicted 
what Chesney had originally told 
Radsky. 
"This proved Scott had not read 
the _handbook either, " Radsky 
said. "I felt coerced by not having 
all the facts .. .I was confused and 
scared," R~dsky said, "What I did 
was wrong but they manipulated 
me and I can't help feeling bitter.'.' 
. When asked for his opinion, 
Chesney replied, "We consider this 
to be a personnel matter and 
choose not to comment as depart-
mental policy. If Tim decides to 
voice his opiniort, that's his 
choice." 
Area I Coordidnator, Cynthia 
Cummings, left word with her 
secretary that concerning the case, 
s:he h~d , "no comment to m::i ke," 
Although, Radsky submitted that, 
"Cynthia didn't . feel comfortable 
with procedure," and further, "She 
admitted she didn't like it." 
Radsky confided that he would 
not include his brief stay as 
Director of Lord Hall here at UNH 
on a resume. He has his B.A. in 
psychology, and B.S. from the 
University of Maine at Orono., 
where he also acted out two years 
as a Resident Assistant. 
During the two summers prior 
to his junior and senior years at 
Orono, he served at freshman 
orientation. And while attending 
graduate school . at Husson 
College, he worked as a Hall 
Director, supervising nine RA's 
and 275 students. Currently, 
Radsky is three courses from his 
Masters in Student Personnel. 
On Monday, Radsky addressed 
a letter to Residential Life Direc-
tor, Carol Bischoff, explaining his 
grievances about the events 
LORD HALL, page 17 
Student commits suicide 
By Todd Balf . 
"Some people say it's never too 
late, I don't know; I got the 
impression it was too late for 
Alex," said Kyriacos Polycarpou 
about his former roommate· who 
committed suicide on Monday. 
Accordinj?; to Newmarket police 
Sargeant Timothy RusseU, UNH 
junior Alexandros Michaelides 
committed suicide by hanging 
himself from a tree last Monday. 
The body was found a quarter of 
a mile off Bay Road in Newmarket 
by a w-0man who -lived in the area. 
The 25-year-old Cypriote and 
engineering major was described 
by one friend as "happy go-lucky, 
one who liked to go out and party:" 
His roommate said this image 
portrayed by Alex was not.his true 
character. 
"He wanted to prove himself, 
and he just couldn't make it. We 
grew up in a different culture (in 
Cyprus), and he tried to combine 
both (cultures) together. What he 
wanted to do wasn't exactly what 
he was supposed to do," said the 
fell ow Cypriote. 
Polycarpou said Alex was trying 
to switch majors from engineering 
to business, and he found out on 
his birthday last Friday he had no 
chance of getting into the other 
college. , 
He added that Alex was iust in a 
"negative way," and that no single 
incident could explain the suicide. 
A note was left, but it was 
addressed to his parents who will 
arrive from Cyprus in Newmarket 
Friday. . . 
"The suicide rate in Cyprus is 
practically zero, and the crime rate 
is the lowest in the.world ... Tuesday 
I knew something- really bad 
. happened because he missed 
dinner Monday, and didn't call 
like he said he would" Polycarpou 
said. 
His roommate said in the last 
few months Alex · was ''really 
different." He said Alex. was 
studying hard in his efforts to 
change majors, and that he had 
become much more serious in his 
approach to school. 
Alex had attended universities 
in England, and in Detroit before 
he transferred to UNH two years 
ago: 
••Most students knew him in a 
happy way, but his ideas changed a 
lot about the future ... People 
thought he wasn't very serious 
about school and life, that was iust 
one side of his character," he said . . 
The soft-spoken Polycarpou 
said, "you must be suffering, you 
must want to die to take the time 
and preparation to ... "and his voice 
trailed off. 
"Michaelides enjoyed partici-
pating in athletics, and specifically 
with community kids. According 
to Polycarpou, Alex assisted in 
coaching soccer at the Oyster 
River youth program, and was 
very proud of a card and shirt 
given to him by the team. 
"It was· funny becau·se it wa; 
such a small thing ... he was very 
much touched," said a fell ow 
coach in the Oyster River Youth 
League. 
Suicides higher for · 
college· students 
By Carla A. Geraci 
The suicide rate for college 
students ages 18-21 tends to be 
higher than that for non-college 
students of the same age, reports 
Dr. Ari Kiev clinical associate of 
Psychology at Cornell University 
Medical College. 
Kiev suspects that the rate is so 
high because college studen~s are 
under more pressure in a 
competitive environment and 
therefore fewer problems of 
adolescence are resolved. 
David Cross, a staff psycho-
logist at UNH's Counseling and 
Testing Center feels that college: 
students today are under greater 
pressure than students ~en years 
ago but, "unfortunately these 
students are coming to the 
University with less positive 
coping skills." 
"Drinking, drug abuse and 
property dam~ge are some of the 
negative ways of coping wit,h the 
stress," Cross explained. 
"l)nfortunately, these means are 
usually self-destructive." 
"Since we all have to deal with a 
certain amount of stress in our 
daily lives," Cross said, "it's 
important that we find pdshive
1 
• 
ways of coping." 
"Students often think they have 
to handle it themselves," Cross 
said, "but there are many resources 
available to help them." 
The Counseling . and Testing 
Center, located in Scohofield 
House, is involved in a series of 
programs and workshops that help 
teach students ways to cope with 
pressures. 
Workshops on meditation and 
test anxiety are just two of the nine 
topics dealt with by the staff at the 
Counseling and Testing Center. 
Also, students can call Coof Aid, 
a hot line open from 7 pm to I am, 
at 862-2293 if they need help. 
A common result of stress that is 
not properly dealt with is 
depression. 
Dr. Peter Patterson, director of 
Health Services at Hood House, 
_said t.hat depression is a very 
personal thing: "It can result from 
feelings of frustration and 
loneliness which accompany such 
emotion·aI difficulties as losing a 
friend, ending a relationship, 
parental upsets arid academic 
problems." 
-su1qDES,1pate <It ) r l _} J 
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Toxic shock syndrome hits UNH 
Toxic shock syndrome usually 
· • begins with a high fever ( over 102 
By Annie Dean degrees), pain, nausea, and may be 
Hood House is urging women accompanied by abdominal 
on campus to stop using Rely complaints such as diarrhea and 
Tampons. vomitting, sunburn-like rash and 
Recent reports about toxic in. severe cases a rapid dr~p in 
shock syndrome and· its blood pressure. 
connection with Rely tampons has This drop in blood pressure can 
prompted the clinic's concern and lead to shock which can be fatal if 
raisetl questions in the minds of left'untreated. 
many University women. "Unless all of these symptoms 
To date, one UNH woman has occur while a woman is 
been diagnosed and treated for the menstruating and using tampons 
disease at Hood House, though she there is no need for alarm. If all 
was using another brand of these symptoms are experienced a 
tampons. woman should seek .a • doctor's 
Toxic shock syndrome is a diagnosis imediately," Passas · 
potentially fatal disease which · said. 
occurs in three out of every 100·,000 ·According to Food and Drug 
women who oro using tompon:, Administration report:,, ovc, J-40 
while menstruating. cases of toxic shock and at least 25 
Relv tampons, which were oart related deaths have been recorded, 
of!~e "Good stuff'kits distributed almost all in the past year. 
to Uni versily women 1 n Although 95 percent of the 
September, have been associated .;.; reported cases were related to tam-
with 70 percent of all recorded pon use, several cases of toxic 
cases of toxic shock. shock syndrome have occurred in 
"The illness has very specific men and non-menstruating 
symptoms and· there is no need to women, which has only added to 
panic,'' said Dr. Constance Pass as the confusion. The illness is not 
troni Hood House.· · contagious. · 
"We can't say tampons cause ii 
and we can't sav mat wumcu 
shouldn't use them," Passas said. 
Initial infection is caused by a 
staph bacteria. staphylococcus 
aureus, which can cultivate in the 
vagina when the tampon is used. 
~Tf'he · tampons ·help the. bacteria 
5.,~ mLo tne system. Then the 
bacteria produces toxic chemicals 
which cause you to go into shock," 
P~ssas said. "The shock can-be 
treated by admm1ster1hg amtibio-
tics intravenously." 
Rely tampons are especially 
conducive to the bacteria because 
of the way an absorbancy agent, 
carboxymethylcellulose is located 
in the tampon. 
Procter · and Gamble, the 
producer of Rely has rceallcJ the 
product pending further reports 
from the Food and Drug 
Administration. 
Because there are so many 
unanswered questions regarding 
toxic shock syndrome, the Food 
and Drug _Administration has 
recommended that concerned 
women stop using tampons or stop 
them continuously during 
menstruation. 
Anti-nuke group raffles wood 
By Greg Flemming 
Two cords of wood were 
recently raffled by the Union of 
Personnel for Safe Energy 
Technology (UPSET), on anti 
nuclear power organization. 
Wood was chosen as a prize 
because in addition to earning 
money for the organization, it 
•~mp_hasized renewable energy' · 
according to Steve Wolf, UPSET 
member. 
Carolyn Tacy, clerk and typist in 
the Dean of Students office and 
Brigit Limnemyer, Durham 
resident were winners out of more 
than 200 raffle tickets sold 
;throughout September. Dudley 
,Dudley drew the winning names 
:Sept. 30, Wolf said. "We're an 
:educational, informational group 
at this point" Wolf said. He added 
~hat the group doesn't participate 
m protests or demonstrations. 
Approximately 20 members 
comprised of Durham resident~ 
and UNH faculty, regularly attend 
the-· weekly .. meetings held in 
Hamilton Smith Hall. 
But Wolf said some 50 other 
participant's, mostly · admin-
istrators, .staff, and Durham 
residents, have an . interest in the 
group functions. He noted that 
University students are not as 
active". in the group, because of, 
Student Advocating Natural-
Energy (SANE), a similar organi-
zation. Unlike SANE, UPSET is 
not a UNH organization. 
UPSET was formed in May, 
1979, but lost some of its 
membership during the summer. 
In April, 1980 Wolf and several 
other revived the group, and a full 
page advertisement in ThP -,.r . . f 
Hampshire on May 6 was ~?,~. 31 
their first projects. 
-Titled 'A Statement In 
Opposition to Nuclear Power' it 
listed eight arguments agai'nst 
nuclear power, in particula.r Public 
Service Company's Seabrook 
.ge_nerating station. The statement 
was .. · signed by 115 Durham 
residents inly UNH faculty and 
students. 
According to Wolf, the number 
of signers indicated 'a lot of 
interest in expressing opposition to 
nuclear power' which is the 
organization's function. 
The statement briefly explained 
hazards .caused by radiation 
emissions, fuel processing and 
waste storage. 
It also cited problems with 
~ evacuation procedures, the cost of 
decomminssioning a plant after its 
40 year life, and other economic 
factors; and presented a problem 
concerning civil liberties. Finally, 
the statement declared that 
alternatives to nuclear power exist. 
The organization has plans for 
more advertisements in the 
upcomming year, and for a series 
of speakers about safe energy, 
Wolf said. They also are 
considering a proposal to Channel 
. 11 for a television program on 
evacuation in· the event of nuclear 
emergency. 
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DCTD~ER ENTERTAINIVIENT--111 
Wednesdays Thursdays Fridays Satudays 
By Hook or By Crok Oct. 2,3,4 Second Hand Rose 
Oct.1 Folk : Folk & Bluegrass · 
Cormac McCarthy Oct. 9,10,11 ~smyth 
Oct. 8 Folk Contemporary Folk 
~ ~~rrissey Oct. 16 _ Oct. 172 18 
0 j l-:::--·--::--:----+•...;:. .. ·.:::B:.::il::.1..:.Vi.::.en:::das:::::::::..i :::.B:::::an~d~___::uih::::,:oo~ts::...._:· · B~l~u~~~mss~ 
Tim Gurshin LARKIN 
Oct. 22 Folk _
1 
Rock ~ Rhythm & Blues 
Bob Cannon . HALLOWEEN PARIY with Bosco 
Oct. 29 Folk 1 ~ 3()th-N~v.lst Folk & ~ntemporat.JR~...:...-
:_ ORCHARD ST., DOVER, N.H. 
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Career night opens 
wit4 federal case 
By Evelyn Y. LaBree 
Careers witn the Federal 
Government offer job security, 
benefits, travel, and frequent 
salary increases agreed the 
Government Representatives who 
participated in "Career Night" on 
Wednesday night. 
The panel discussion, held in the 
Alumni Center, was the first of five 
discussions to be offered this fall 
by the Alumni Association and the 
Career Planning and Placement 
Office in the "Career Night Series." 
Herbert Robinson, recruitment 
manager, U .s: Office of Personnel 
Management said the New 
England region has .l,000 
occupations offered by about 80 
agencies. They hire approximately 
I 6~000 peopI-e· per ·year. .. 
People working for the 
Government have the thought in 
the back of the mind, "I'm doing 
something for my country," 
Robinson -said•. "I know some of 
the things I have done have nation 
wide impact." 
position an applicant must have 
four years of education or 
equivalent. Temporary positions 
and various other jobs are open to 
people with less than a four year 
degree. 
Halt ot tne positions available 
require specialized background. 
The others , don't consider 
background because the employee 
"will be in a trainee program and 
can learn," R·obinson said. 
Government employees are paid 
on a General . Schedule (GS). 
Employees starting with a four 
year education enter at a GS 5 or 
GS 7 rating. 
GS 5 starting salary is $11,243 
annually, $5.40 hourly. GS 7 has a 
starting salary of$13,925 annually. 
$6.69 hourly. 
"Government jobs are 
competitive as all heck but there 
are jobs available" said Edward 
Doherty, director Career Planning 
and Placement Service. 
There are about 8,000 people on 
the registe~ for New England right 
now waiting for job openfogs, said 
Robinson. 
There is a "crying need" for 
Engineering. Medical, and Clerical 
Robinson said, but it is not 
restricted to these areas. 
Applications for most fields are 
accepted only for limited periods 
each year and these periods vary by 
locality ( Career Planning and 
Placement has the information). 
The Professional and Adminis-
t rat i've Career Examination 
(PACE) was the principal means 
of entry into. Government for 
Liberal Arts and general business 
graduates, although it is open to all 
m~jori: and to opplioont:J with 
equivalen! experience. 
"We are in the process of doing 
away with the PAcE·as a general 
entrance exam," said Robinson. 
PACE is being ' tried in the courts 
and winning because it "does not 
bring minorities and women into 
the government." 
The PACE exam is still in effect 
however, the transition into 
another process has not yet been 
completed said Robinson. When 
.the new rules are in effect the 
applicants will probably be 
applying directly to the agency of 
their choice. 
A 1975 graduate from UNH 
Jeffrey Miller, investigator, 
compliance officer, U.S. 
Department of Labor said what 
helped him in looking for and 
qualifying for a government job 
was "attending seminars like this 
and others in 'how to do resumes' 
and 'how to do interviews."' 
"Interview with companies even 
if you don't want the job" Miller 
said. First impressions and how 
you handle yourself are very 
important. 
Durham is a test center. 
Doherty assured students that the 
Career ·· Planning and Placement 
Office located in 203 Huddleston 
has all the forms, bulletins and 





PERSONAL NUTRITlON AND DIET 
COUNSELING 
Available at Health Services, Hood 
House, Wednesday Mornings 10:00 a.m.-
12 n_oon, on a drop-:in basis or by 
appomtment. 
The fallowing help is available: 
I .Assistance with special health problems 
that require changes in diet. 
2.General Nutritional Information 
3.C.la~ification and discussion on any 
quest10ns you may have about your own 
nutritional needs. 
This service is free and made available 
through a cooperative effort by 
Residential Life/ Dining Servic'es and 
Health Services, Hood House. 
Call 862-1530 or 862-1987 for an 
appointment or for further information. 
I I I J 
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Stoke olympic~; . students melit and compete 
By Dana Rosengard 
Today, at 4 p.m., the Second 
Annual Stoke Olympics get 
underway with the first round of 
volleyball games and the ping-
pong competition. 
"Dorm enthusiasm is getting 
up," noted co-chairman ~im 
Cooney, .. We 're · expectrng 
everything from good weather to 
large spectator crowds." 
Cooney and co-chairman 
Jenney Fox organized the event 
composed of twelve areas of 
competition, including ping-pong, 
volleyball, 9-legged race, egg toss, 
leap frog frisbee golf, tug-of-war, 
obstacle ~ourse: pyratµid building, 
wheel barrel race, fruit pass, and; 
body load. . 
When asked to expla/in the body 
load eVeJ!°'t. Cooney teferring io 
the official rule bobK, statea; 
"body load is a foot race with two 
people carrying six other people 
on them, any way possible, with 
qnly four feet allowed on the 
ground." . 
Stoke Olympics originated last 
April as a spring function and was 
so popular that the dorm's 
executiv,e board pushed it through 
as a fall activity. 
"I met a lot of new people that I 
would never ~ave known throu~h 
· last. spring's games," recalled 
Cooney, "so we decided this wo_uld 
be a good freshman-geared/ mixer 
activity. . · 
"We have tried to iron out some 
of last year's problems," noted 
Cooney. 
"It went well last year," he 
continued, "but we've learned 
from their mistakes." 
One problem Cooney and Fox 
are hoping to have solved was that 
of inefficient scoring. This 
semester's events will boast a 
- separate scoring -committee 
headed by Joni Spring and 
Michele Chase. 
Along with the more regimented 
/TUARr _,HAIRE/ 
The FAIR ISLE 
Our shetland wool, ;·•. 
acrylic blend fair 
isle, three button 
pullover ... in a · 






Tan, Kelly Greeri 
and grey ... 
$28 .. 
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Our · Fair Isle is 
also available as ... 
- The Cardigan $30 




N_ext to_ Young's Restaurant 
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT POUtrCALAOVERTISEMENT . 
LEO lESSARD 
STATE SENAT.E · 
"Student representation at .' . . . 
.all levels of university _govgnance 1s a leg1t1mate nght of 
,<those who pay for their education. 
Leo Lessard's steady perseverance at the SJate House 
resulted in students' having the right to select fellow 
students to represent their interests on the Board ?f 
- Trustees. - . 
Students remain indebted to Leo Lessard for his efforts 
and foresight." . 
Former USNH trustee 
Ian G. Wilson 
UNH class of 1980 
Donna McAdam Fiscal Agent 
scoring -procedures, all events will 
be more heavily officiated this 
year, with resident assistants, 
dorm officers, and floor 
representatives acting as the 
judges. - . -
All events are being held on the 
grounds surrounding Stoke. The 
events are open for spectation to 
the whole campus. 
•~Last year all the events were 
close," Cooney said, "the . 
championship came down to the 
wire. This year promises to deliver 
the same enjoyab_le competition." 
Let the experienced staff at 
Positive Directions suggest a precision 
haircut that's right for you. 
Shampoo, 
Cut and Blow-dry $9 
POSITIVE DIRECTIONS 





4 Third St,. 
Dover, N.H. 
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.Cftmpus Calendar 
L 
ERIDA Y, October 3 
ALUMNI FALL WEEKEND: A celebration of the UNH 
Art Galleries exhibition, "The White Mountains: Place and 
Perceptions." For a schedule of activities, call the Elliott· 
Alumni Center, 862-2040. 
PLANT SALE: Choose from a wide and diverse selection of 
high quality plants. Reasonable prices. Carroll-Belknap 
Room, MUB, 10 a.m.-5 p0.m.· sponsored by Student 
Activities. 
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Maine (Portland-Gorham), 
Brackett Field, 1 p.m. Doubleheader. 
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Small Ring Sulfur Compounds 
from Mustelids," Dr. Doug R. Crump, DSIR, New Zealand, 
Parsons hall, Iddles L-1, from 2-3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. boston College, Gield House 
-varsity field, 3:30 p.m. -
MUB PUB: "Dario, Olaf, and Eddie," music, magic,juggling, 
bellydancing, and more. Open to all; $1 cover charge. 8 p.m. 
SATURDAY, -October 4 
- ALUMNI FALL WEEKEND: continues, see entry on 
Friday, October 3. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. University of Iowa, 
Memorial Field, 11 a.m. 
MUB PUB: "Coffeehouse." folk nie:ht with Tom Chandler 
and Bill Morrissey. Open to all, $1 admission, 8 p.m.' 
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. Keene State, Field House varsity 
field, 1 p.m. 
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Jules and Jim", Strafford Room, 
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO film pass. 
Starring Jean Moreau, Oskar Wemer.d 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with Oldies, 8 p.m. Open to all; 50 
cover charge. 
TUESDAY, October 7 
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. Bowdoin, Field House fields, 3;30 
p.m. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Films: "The Character 
of Oedipus," and "Oedious Re: Man and God." 303 James 
; Hall~ 11 a.m.-l2:3Q p'.~· 
RETURNING SUTDENT LUNCHTIME SERIES: Award-
winning film "Back to School, Back to Work," moderated by 
Cynthia Shar, Counseling and Testing: Sullivan Room, 
MUB, 12:30-2 p.m. For ~nfo on other programs, 862-2090. 
The New· Hampshire (USPS 379~280) is published and dist,~butechcmi- _ 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are l«ated an l(oom"J1 I ~ 
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 038-24. Business 
• office hours:Tuesday and. Thursday J.:.JP~Wednesday and friday 9AM- -
2PM. A~demic y _ ear subscription: S9.00. Third class· postage- paid at. 
Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers· should check their ads the first day. Tiie -
New Hampshire will in no case be responsi!>le for typographical or other 
errors, but will reprint that part of, an adveiti~ment . ill ' wbich· '! · 
typographical error appears, if-notified immediately. POST~~-
seod address cbanjes 10 The Nr, Hatp.rhi~.1looan51_ ·M.~t.UJQI,,.:.: 
Durham. NH 03824. I 1...00Cl~ i .. N I }5:h•t : 
.. dvff0l.:?. ~m'Oft. .. - w~ lbl ,. . orhnJ 
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co er a : 
SENIOR WEEK COMMITTEE: Organizational 201. 
meeting for any seniors interested in planning senior IVCF: J:ellowship Meeting. Worship, prayer and talk 
events and a memorable graduation. Tuesday, October 7 about Finland, October 3, 7:30 p.m. Other activities: 
from 7-8 p.m., Hamilton Smith Rm 101. ' Daily prayer meetings: MUB, Rm. 320, M-F, 12 noon-1 
NEW HAM-PSHIRE FOOD POLICY p.m.; Booktable: Tuesday and Wednesday, l l a.m.-2 
CONFERENCE: With Cooperative Extension and the p.m., MUB Various Bible Studies & Training Weekends. 
New Hampshire Counsil of Churches. Saturday October COOL-AID HOT-LINE: Initial Training will start on 
25, Laconia, from 10-3:30 p.m. Students C~ncerned Saturday, October 4 for all interested volunteers. Call 
About World . Hunger are looking for other interested Cool-Aid Office in Schofield House, 2-2293 for more 
people to join them. Contact Betsy Fountain at 868-2669. information. 
He lost a classroom 
but kept his class 
TO STUDENT ATHLETIC TICKET HOLDERS: Any TOSNOM: Meditation Workshop, Thursday, October 
student whose athletic ticket is confiscated for misuse 9, 7 p.m., Alumni Room, New Hampshire Hall. 
will have his/ her student athletic ticket revoked. Thi~ TOSNO¥: Organizational meeting, Monday, October 
policy is in effect immediately. - 6, 8 p.m. in the Senate Room of the Memorial Union. The 
NEW HAMPSHIRE SUTDENT VOLUNTEERS IN meeting will be centered around discussing plans for 
rROBAT~ON: O_rgani~ational meeting: anyone October. 
interested in working with people on probation or MORT AR BOARD: Mandatory meeting ofall members 
teenagers in trouble is welcome. Wednesday October 8 to discuss upcoming events. If members cannot make the 
from 4-5 p,m. in the Hillsborough Room. ' ' meeting, notify Bev at 862-2466. Monday, October 6, 
BREAKING UP/ENDING A RELATIONSHIP: 7:30 p.m., Hamilton Smith, Room 18. 
Sponsored by the Counseling and Testing Center. One of ACADF.MIC 
a series of informal workshops sponsored by the COMPUTER SERVICES OFFERINGS: The 
Counseling an~ Testing Center. Wednesday, October 8, 7 followin_g free, non-credit computer courses will be 
p.m., Counselin and Testing Center. For reservations offered m October. For registration or information on 
call 2-2090. any of the courses listed below, please call 862-3527. 
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF DEADLINE: The fall INTRODUCTION TO PRIME: Introduction to the 
deadline for submitting proposals for the Graduate P~IME computers at the Research Computing Center. 
Student CURF project fund is October 31, 1980. Forms Friday, October 3, Research Center, Pettee Brook, from 
are available in the Research Office, Room 108, Horton 10 a.m.-12 noon. 
Social Sc!ence <;enter Building. Only one copy of the TAPE HANDLING: A two-session course for the novice 
proposal 1s reqmred. If there are any questions, please will describe the various ways and means by which tapes 
feel free to call Bea Day or Jack Lockwood at 862-2000. are made available to users (some free. othPrc: <>t a 
GOURMET DINNER . .. A voyage to Htack Beard's uuminal rte). Also, elementary instruction in the nature 
island." Friday and Sa~urday, October 24 and 25, Granite of tapes as storage devices Mondav and Wednesday 
State Room, Memorial Union, at 6:30 p.m. Price is October 6 and 8, Stoke Cluster Classr·oom, from t-3 p.m'. 
$11.50 per person. The dinner will feature entertainment BEGINNING TIMESHARING I: A two-session course 
music, and dance. Tickets may be purchased beginning with instruction in the mechanics of terminal operation, 
Wednesday, October 8 at the Memorial Union Ticket the L~GIN procedure, and other monitor commands. 
Office. Also included · will be _an overview of DECsystemlO 
BILLIARDS COMPETITION: Sponsored by the Office software and •an outline of file organization and 
of Student Activities/ Memorial Union. Student, structure. Tuesday and Thursday, October? and 9, Stoke 
Faculty, and Staff8-Ball Competition. Sunday, October Cluster Classroom, from 3-5 p.m. 
5 from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. To sign up, see Stan Copeland in BA~IC LANGU_AGE SESSIONS I & II: This six-
the Games Area or call 862-1910. _./ sesSion c~urse 1s an easy:to-learn and functional 
MEN'S GROUP: Men's Group forming on Monday's programmmg language. It 1s currently the primary 
from 3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. for personal growth and lang1;1age _uses on personal (micro) computers, and has 
support. Sponsored by Hood House Health Services, apphca~non~ on most large ~omputer systems. 
Hood House Conference Room. For more information, In~tructt~m m c~mmands for input and output, 
call Kevin, 659-6313. arit~met1c. calculations an~ functions, data and string 
LE~BIAN S_Ui>PORT GROUP: MeetingeveryTuesday m_ampulattons, a~d file budding will b~ suppl~ment~d 
during the first semester at the Counseling and Testing wit~ progr~m ass1g!1ments. The course will consist of six 
Center from 12:30 p.m.-2 p.m. sess1~ns with Session I on Tuesday, October 7, and 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS Session II on Thursday, October 9. Stoke Cluster 
SIMULATIONS GAMES CLUB: Dungeons and Classrooms from 6-9 p.m. 
Dragons-Fantasy Role Playing on Friday, October 3 RELIGION . . 
and Saturday, October 4. In the Carroll/ Belknap Rooms <:;HRISTIAN SCIE_NCE ~E<:;TURE: 1~.P.<;msored by the 
of the Memorial Union from 6 p.m-closing. FirSt Church of Christ, Scientist, Dover·."'Lecture will be 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: The Psychology Club presents pres_ented by Jack Hu~bell, C.S.B:, Tuesday, October 14 
the first in its Lecture/ Discussion Series: A Safe Place: A at ?.30 p.m .. m the Elhott Alumm Center. 
Shelter for Battered Spouses-a presentatfon by C~YfER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: 
personnel from the Portsmouth sne1ter. I uesday, Information on Career Planning and Placement ·s 
October 7, 12:30 p.m.-2 p.m., Conant Hall 103 ·1 bl d b ff .1 
SAINT THOMAS MORE CORE GROUP· M d av3:1 a e to stu ents y sta counselors. Memorial v· . S . , . . · ass an Umon Balcony from 1-4 p.m., on Monday October 6 
!sit. to amt Ann s Nursing Home m dover. Anyone ATHLETICS & RECREATION ' . 
w1~hmg to attend should meet at the Student Center, ICE HOCKEY: Men's Intramural le~ Hockey rosters 
Friday, October 3, 3:15 p.m. are due on Monday October 6 R 151 F ld H 
CHEMI_STR~ CLUB: ~l?~n to. all Chemistry majors. THIRD ANNUAL 'HOMECOMI~G IO~~ ME~~~ 
Future field tnps and act1v1t1es will be planned. Mor_iday, ROAD RACE: The 3rd Annual 10,000' Meter Road 
~~~~~er 6, lddles L-2, 7:00 p.m. Refreshments will be Ra~e is scheduled for Saturday, October 11. The race will 
PRE VET CLUB· 0 • . . . begm at 9 a.m. in front of the Field House. Age - · rgamzahonal/ Bu_smess meeting.. classifications for men and women are 14-17 18-25 26-
Tuesday, October 7, 7:30 p.m., Alumm Center Room 39 40 s · 1 d ' · · 1 · ' ' 
101. For more contact David Kelly, 868-1839 , , up. pec1a iv1S1ona awards are g1yen ~o the first 
LTC-FAMILY TIME: Campus Crusade f. Ch. , UNH student, facult}'./sta~f. and_ alumm fimshers not 
. . . . or r!st s among the age class1ficat1on winners. The first 200 
weekly meetings are designed ~or fello~sh1p and learning. finishers will receive race shirts donated by Pepsi Cola. 
Every_Tuesday_, 7 p.m., Hamtlton. Smith, Rm. 126. For Deadline for advanced registration is Friday October 3 
more mformatton call John or Rich, 749-4736 A $3 i · bl · · ' · · · SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING- .. H . r f . ee is paya e upon ~eg1strat1on. Late registration 
,, . • ea mg or will 1be accepted until Fnday, October 10 at 4 pm 
the Whole Man , speaker David Levenson. Tuesday, however a $1 late fee will be assessed. · ·• 
SNUG AS A BUG IN A BAG • 
By Matt Beebe 
A Psychology class that had 
been without a classroom since last 
Tuesday has found a home. 
David Sugarman, a part-time 
instructor in the Psychology 
department and his "Adult 
Development" students left their 
assigned classroom ;in Parsons 
Hall 201 amidst dust and noise last 
week. 
"It was a downer," Sugarman 
~aid. "Concrete dust was floating 
mto the room and the noise made 
the lecturer inaudible. 
Construction in and around 
Parsons Hall was the cause of the 
problem. Sheetrock dust and' 
welding fumes ~eeped into the 
room through the ceiling. The 
heating system is bein2 revamneci 
ana at the time, the work was 
concentrated in tlie vicinity of 
Room 201. · 
· -A contractors' compressor 
outside the building but below the 
classroom was the source of the 
noise. 
Sugarman said a few of the 
students complained, and realizing· 
the environment was not 
conducive to teaching, he decided 
to move the class. 
"When we first asked, we were 
Sickel 
continued from page one 
He played Rugby at UNH, 
befor~ and . after his mystical 
expenence m 1969. He hasn't 
taken drugs for ten years and 
considers physical exercise the key 
to good health. 
_This year he's been running eight 
mlles every other day, still dressed 
in wool, shod in boots and carrying 
,a 30 pound pack filled ·with books 
and poems. 
"Since my health started giving 
out I've been to a couple of doctors 
and they say different things. I find 
that the only thing that helps is 
physical exercise. I was a 
vegetarian .for awhile. I still 
stayaway from dairy products, but 
I've · 
but I've started eating meat again," 
he says. 
Sickel lived in Plaistow, New 
SAVE50% Mclntosh·,Macoon, Cortland 
All bags are triple layer, offset, quilted construction with no ''cold spots·· . All bags 
have DuPont's Dacron Hollofil II® fiberfill insulation and are tested for comfort in 
sub-zero weather. 
U-01- RECTANGULAR BAG. Red or blue nylon shell and nylon lining. 
33" x 84" . Full separating zipper (when open, it becomes a comforter) . 3 lbs. 
Hollofil 11® . ' 
U-02- BACKPACKE.R (tapered) BAG. Rust or brick ripstop nylon shell 
& tan nylon lining . 33 " x84"x23". Full separating zipper. 2½ lbs. Hollowfil II® . 
U-03- FULL-FEATURED MUMMY BAG. Oval hood and · 'elephant 
foot'· . Chocolate brown or dark green ripstop nylon outer shell and tan ripstop . 
nylon lining. Specify right-hand or left-hand zipper if you plan to mate two of these 
bags . 33" x 84" with wide shoulder area. 3½ lbs . Hollofil II®. 
U-04- EXTRA LONG MUMMY BAG: Identical to U-03, but 92'' :ong 
with 4 lbs. Hollofil II® . For people over 6'2" tall. A U-03 and a U-04 c:i ;~ be 
mated: and the tops of the two bags will match up. · 
All bags are mateable! All bags have top quality nylon coil or molded nylon zippers 
and full insulation along the entire zipper! All bags come complete with stuff sack! 
All bags have drawstring top and velcro! All bags have "cord-lok" spring 
closures! All bags sell for double these prices and even more in retail stores! If you 
are not satisfied for any reason, return your unused bag for prompt refund or re-
placement, as you specify. 
----------------------------------------------Please send me, direct from the factory, the following sleeping bag(s) : 
Name: 
Address : 
U-01 rectangular bags at $40 .00 ea. □ red, □ blue 
U-02 tapered, backpacker, bags at'$45.00 ea. 
U-03 mummy bags at $50.00 ea. □ right, □ left 
U-04 extra-long mummy bags at $60 .00 ea. □ right, □ left 
City/State/Zip: __________________ _ 
ror shipment within forty-eight hours, please send money order. certified . teller's or cashier's check . All 
orders paid for by personal check will be shipped 21 days after order 1s received . 
C.O.D. orders accepted with $10 per bag deposit : however, you pay all U.P.S. charges . We pay all ship-
ping charges on all prepaid bags. NYS residents add sales tax. 
$ __ enclosed in: □ money order, □ check, □ C.0.0. deposit. 
Make checks payable and mail to: SLEEPING BAGS UNLIMITED 
65 Remsen Street, Cohoes, New York 12047 
CAMPUS REPRESENTA T/VE INQUIRIES INVITED! 
Fresh Cider - Fall Pumpkins - Gourds 
Mathes· Garrison Farm 
Langley Road, Durham 
on Beautiful Durham Point 
assigned another room," 
Sugarman said. "But a scheduling 
mix-up had my class at the same 
time as another." 
Very little lecture time was lost. 
Good weather permitted 
Sugarrrian's class to be held 
outside on one occaision. 
Meanwhile Chris Hrynowski, 
UN H's room scheduler, was trying 
to locate an empty classroom. 
Rescheduling a class is very 
difficult," Hrynowski said. "The 
time slot that this -class falls in is 
one of the most popular." 
"Hyrnowski was able to find a 
room ,vith a large enough capacity 
for Sugarman's class. 
"The class that was in there had 
only eight students, but the room 
could hold forty." Hrynowslci said. 
"We were able to switch them to a 
smaller room." 
"I can't emphasize enough how 
hard they worked," Sugarman 
said, in reference to room 
scheduling. "Chuck Hrynowski 
did a remarkable job in getting us a 
room so quickly." 
Sugarman has been a part-time 
lecturer at UNH for five semesters. 
He holds a Masters degree and is 
working his Doctorate at Yeshiva 
University in New York. 
Hampshire after high school and 
moved into Durham in 1966. His 
parents are both dead. His mother, 
he says, was an active, outgoing 
woman. She died when he was a 
child. 
His father was a superviosr at 
General Electric. He was an 
intelligent man, Sickel says, but 
never really learned to think with 
an open mind. 
He has two brothers, a sister and 
six half brothers. His older brother 
works in business management in 
Tuscon, Arizona. "I don't really 
know him that well...We live very 
different lef estyles," Sickel says. 
He is close to his younger 
brother who works as a pipefitter 
in Plaistow. He was on his way to 
visit his sister in Newmarket in 
1969 when he became enlightened. 
Sickel attended UNH briefly in 
1969, but dropped out after his 
mystical experience. He went 
again in 1974-75 but found the 
traditional form of education 
available at the University of little 
value. 
"Students walk to class like 
sheep. It's too large, very inhuman, 
and will probably get worse," he 
says. 
"In any given science course you 
learn formulas that are the right 
answers to questions ... There is the 
need for independent study and 
mutual support for getting things 
done," he says. 
During the Vietnam War Sickel 
gained conscientious objector 
status. He tried doing alternative 
work, but, when the government 
refused to approve what he was 
doing, he stopped. He worked for 
anti-war candidate Eugene 
McCarthy in 1968, but didn't vote 
· then and hasn't voted since. He 
doesn't read newspapers and only 
occasionally scans headlines. 
After he was enlightened 
through drugs, Sickel returned to 
Plaistow where he lived with a very 
strict Quaker family. He became 
very close to the mother and tried 
to learn "from the perceptive social 
judgements she made about other 
people." 
In the last ten years, he has lived, 
among other places, in Forest 
Park, a farmhouse, the woods and 
a slum in Dover that burned to the 
ground. Material possessions 
mean little to Sickel. ("There's 
nothing material anyway; it's all 
just patterns.") His only 
possessions are several pairs of 
cloth~s, two p'_tirs of boots and 
· about 100 pounds of books and 
notes. 
Sickel now tries to live his life in 
accordance with the teachings of 
Buckminster Fuller, a writer and 
t~inker based in Philadelphia. He 
SICKEL, pai 1 20 
Kolodny 
continued from page om· 
handled by her Boston-based 
lawyer Nancy Gertner. 
"I didn't handle anything, I just 
told my lawyer I had a pretty good 
idea what I wanted, and to go from 
there," she said. Gartner was 
unavailable for comment. 
Kolodny said the settlement she · 
wanted was "too complicated" to 
explain, and added that her lawyer 
had not yet contacted her on the 
agreement. She said because of 
writing the book, and various 
speaking engagements she had 
asked her lawyer not to bother her 
with the suit. 
In 1974 Kolodny came to UNH 
as an assistant pi::otessor ot 
English. She filed a grievance in 
I 976 with the New Hampshire 
Commission of Human Rights 
(NHCHR) charging the University · 
with discrimination in hiring, 
salaries, a·nd promotions. The 
NHCHR supported Kolodny's 
charges. 
The Equal EmploymeD:t 
Opportunity Commission backed 
NHCHR's findings , which said the 
English Department had a long 
history of female discrimination. 
The case was extended further 
when Gertner requ·ested the tenure 
file of Warren Brown. 
Kolodny's council requested this 
because of the Dean of Liberal 
Arts Allan Spitz's decision to 
, reverse a unanimous vote by the 
political science department in 
Brown's tenure case and 
recommend tenure. 
Millimet refused to supply the 
file because he felt the Brown case' 
had nothing to do with the 
Kolodny case. 
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i NICK'S . - · i 
This season catch all 
the big games on our 
NEW large screen T. V. 
Every Mon. Nite 
ALSO = 
Nick's Paradise Lounge _ 
presents: 
Early Bird Specials 
Thurs. & Fri. 
two - for - one 
i 9:00 - 10:00 ; 
rullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIII§ 
~ of New f!ampshlre ~ of New f!ampshlre 
Celebrity Series Celebrity Series 
Bolcom & Morris 
pi~no soprano 
8 p.m. Fri., Oct.17 
Memorial Union 
Performing works of Irving Berlin 
Eubie Blake, George Gershwin 
Scott Joplin, Jerome Kern 
Cole Porter, Rodgers & Hart 
Stephen Sondheim & others 
"Classy" 
Memorial Union Ticket Office 
Mon. -Fri ,, 10a.m.- 4p.m. 
(603) 862-2290 
Senior citizens & UNH students 
$6:50 in advance; general $8.50 
Polish 
Chamber Orchestra 
8 p.m. Wed., Oct. 22 
Johnson Theater 
Mozart's Divertimento in F maj . 
Bartok's Divertim.,ento for Strings 
Tchaikovsky's Senenade 
for String Orchestra 
"Brllllant" 
Memorial Union Ticket Office 
Mon.- Ffri ,, 10a.m.-4p.m. 
(603) 862-2290 
Senior citizens & UNH students 
$6.50 in advance; general $8.50 
············~·················•·: I · frank I in ! 
! -Q allroolll i • i.J • 
• On Jenkins Court • • • • • • • • Sun-Wed • 
: MOVIE NIGHTS : 
: 7:30 & 10:00 Shows : 
• • • • • Enjoy· Your Favorite Cocktail • • • . ~~~~~ .
• • • • • • • SPECIAL: Mon. - 50¢ off 1st drink • . -· • • • Thurs - Sat • · • • I D.J. Kevin .-
. e Hottest New Wave & Rock DJ. • •· 
• in the Seacoast Area ; • • • • • . Watch Marquee For Details • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
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You'll enj(o/ our 
class. 
Old Dover Rd. Newington 
Hannon's 
16 Third St. Dover 
&ncf" «Ka 1M111ter ««{ffe. 
Hear/y -J @fil,#'fc£es 
~«lifr Slmk.r «n~ c5e«fowC 
{plff(f,l_e 0/JfJft fir /iqfi{c/osHtff -atite 
sek~fiolt o[.111tpo'ffir£ a,r/f rfomesftc 
OCe'f:5 /Jllrf WHte. 
C«s««r rfress -ofo re.ren7afions neerifer£ 
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· Tuesday & Wednesday == 
= October 7 &8 = ~ § 
10:00 am.-3:00 pm. _ 
= = - = = e = ~ = = a e = ==· 
- OUfSIDE Strafford Room !! = = = Memorial Union = = = § = = =  == = .. == 
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· UNH . CALIFORNIA 
EICHAN&E 
General information meeting 
_Tuesday, O~tober 7~ 1980 
Carroll B·elknap Room - MUB -
12:30 p.m. 
Applications ahai]able at the 
meeting or at the Dean of Students 
office in Hud"dleston Hall. 
Come check out this exciting 
program that could find - you 
attending either California S_tate 
University, Chico or San Diego 
State University, Spring 1981! 
Want to meet some folks 
and help each other 
OET IN SHAPE? 
(Running Support Group for Com_muters and Transfers) 
Sniall groups of people(10) to 
run together twice a week and 
Nominate Your Parents 
for 
PARENTS OF THE YEAR 
Mo_nday and Tuesday, October 6 and 7 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Balloting in the Mub-top level, Stillings 
Philbrook arid Huddleston 
"Parents of the Year,,will be drawn at random . 
- from tfl,e nominations 
and will be special guests for 
FARENTS WEEKEND 1980 
October 31-Novetnber 2 
Prizes include: 
*room for two nights in the 
New England Center 
*tickets to Saturdays football 
_ game 
* tickets to -Saturday night 
Song Festival 
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;:;;;;; Are you having trouble knowing what you -
want to do? 
Besides earning money, why do you want to 
work? 
E How can you make your past experience 
work for you? 
_. 
to spend sonie tinie sharing 
thoughts and- feelings about ~ 
If you would like to explore answers to -
these· questions come to:. -
running, exercise, ·whatever 
you like! 
Sign up at the 
Conini u ter / Transfer Center 
rni. 136 MUB by Oct. 10 you 
will be contacted after that 








EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS 
~ Wednesday, October -8 
= =  -
= Merrimack ~!,°~!0~  
= Career Programs Sponsored bf: 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
counseling & Testing Center 
Liberal Arts Advising Center 
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Channel 11 
continued from page one 
and the smoke in there was so bad I 
thought there was a fire in the 
~uildin~," sai_d Peggy McLaugh-
lin, assistant information director 
fo_r WENH TV. 
In additiqn to the noxious fumes 
being emitted by the welding tools 
and the gas generator, employees. 
feared that the plaster and 
insulation materials which fell 
from the ceiling during the 
removal of past equipment 
contained hazardous asbestos and 
silicone particles. 
On September 5, 42 employees 
of Cha~nel l ! signed a petition 
expressing their concern for their 
.. Present and future health in 
r~gard to ( their) recent exposure to 
fibers (asbestos and silicone)." 
T~ey submitted the petition to 
David Raynes, Studio Engineering 
Supervisor of W:E:Nll -TV and to 
Keith Nighbert, General Manager 
of the station. 
The petitioners are still awaiting 
a reply. . 
and clothes, fibers that had fallen 
from the ceiling." 
.. Tests for asbestos were taken 
which while they were not 
conclusive, they did test positive 
for asbestos," Duffy said. 
The tests were performed hrst at 
University laboratories then sent 
to the N.H. Occupational Health 
Service in Concord. 
_Walter Petermann, Associate 
Duector for Physical Plant 
Operations and Maintenance 
(PPO&M) and project manager 
for the Thermal · distribution 
project, expressed a different view 
for the asbestos situation. 
"~he (Universtiy) lab report we · 
received came out that out of six 
samples tested, five were negative 
and one was 'doubtful' ,. 
Petermann said. ' 
"Asbestos is now banned in the 
construction industry because it 
has been . shown that people 
e_xposed to 1t over long periods of 
time develop bronchial carcino-
ma," Petermann said. "The 
proced~re for removing any old 
insulation in a buildin~ is that you 
assume that there is asbestos in the 
material and all the workmen wear 
masks." 
you have a number of ,welders 
working in an are;;,.. _it. can be 
uncomfortable . to breathe those 
fumes." 
Petermann said that the 
contractors, Economy Plumbing 
~nd Heating of Keene, plan to 
install hanging canvas curtains and 
wooded petitions to separate the 
welding areas from the work areas 
of the station's employees, and to 
rent mechanical blower units to 
drive the welding fumes to the 
outside of the building. 
"I can't give an exact time when 
this will be done, but the blowers 
should be installed by next week " 
Petermann said. "I can say we will 
take more stringent measures to 
ensure that none of the welding 
fumes escape." 
Handler .· 
continued from page one · 
awards level en $13 million to 
approximately $20 miJJion. 
These increases, she explained 
would keep the UNH faculty at 










Student Discount · Student· Discount" 
Dover Auto 
Supply 
32 DOVER RD.· DURHAM 
Nighbert refused to comment on 
the situation but stated earlier that 
he didn't think there was a 
problem. 
To accomodate the construction 
workmen, the workers at Channel 
11 had to completely rearrange 
~heir offices. The three employees 
in the art department took all their 
work home. The newswriters 
moved into the studio. 
Public relations is a field which 
needs vast improvement at UNH 
according to Handler. In traveling 
across the state Handler said, she 
was surprised "how little the 
University of New Hampshire is 




The workmen who tore out the 
ceiling, wore ma·sks to protect 
themselves from the potential 
dangers of asbestos. 
But the Channel 11 employees 
had no protection. 
.. The ceiling right over my work 
area was taken out on July 8,"said 
Janet Duffy, director of Public 
Information for the station. 
"E~ery day I was literally pulling 
~hit~ fibers out of my hair and 
picking ~hem _?ff of my typewriter 
.. We were told by the University 
that the University woul.d be 
willing to move people and desks 
around to give the men some roomi 
to .~ork fn." Petermann said.· 
We did c~eck out the tox1c1ty oi 
the weldrng fumes with 
Occupational Saftey and Health 
Administration in Concord and 
they said it was- not a health 
hazard," Petermann said. "But if 
. of the state." 
She stressed the need for the 
University to convince high school 
students that the best education is 
in the state of New Hampshire. 
Describing herself as "my own 
hardest critic", Handler said, "if I 
cannot do what I think needs to be 





in literature, psychology, semantics and drama 
Three collections of works of Phil King 
sf short stories and short musical comedies 
S5,00 ea. 
Phil King Publishing 
90 Carter's Beach 



















Amalie Oil 10 / 40 · $.99 / quart 
Mininum purchase: 6 quarts 
Tel. 868-2791 
Personal Checks 
Student Di~count Student Discount 
TRANSITIONS 
-C 0. . 
CD , 














Film, "Back to School, Back to Work" 
Moderator, Cynthia Shar, Coordinator of Special Programs 
Counseling and Testing Center 
+atK with 
C~ar\es Smic. J UNH 
a'oo\Jt \-\,s new. 'oooKs 
'vJhife w>d Clq~\c Ba\\room 
Tues. r\J. 1 l \ -----~'-=--!~\-!::am~- .Q~ UNH 
poet. 
Dances 
Date: October 7, 1980 Time: 12:30-2:00 
Place_: Memorial ~nion Building, Sullivan R~om· 
. One of a. series of informal workshops and presen_tatins 
on issues of interest to returning students. 
An opportunity to meet friends and share ·common concerns \ 
For information contact Cynthia Shar 862-2090 
A LUNCHTIME SERIES 
FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS. 
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IN THE mua 
fflOUIES 
· 1ft THE STRAFFORD Room 
Jules et Jim Sunday, October 5 
Thursday, October 9 
Sunday, October 12 , 
Thursday, October 16 
Sunday, October 19 
Thursday, October 23 
\ 
Breaking Away _ 
Big Sleep/Maltese Falcon 
. Violette ~ 
rhe Song Remains The Same 
The Duellist 
ALL SHOIIIS BE&IN AT 7:00 I 9:30 P.ffl. 
Anm,ss1on $1.00 . 
*SHOIII TIME IS 8:30 I . 1 O:OO -_ 
-mua PUB 
· Frid~y, October 3 
FSaturday, October 4 
Friday, October 10 
· Saturday, October 11 
Friday, October 17 
Saturday, October 18 
Friday, _October 24 / 
Saturday, October 25 -
Friday, October 31 
Dario, Olaf- & -Eddie-music '& bellydancing 
Folk Night Bill Morrissey &-Tom Chandler 
. Homecoming Dance 
Comedy Night of Films 
The Nubs 
The Nubs . 
Private Lightn i-,g opening band-The IQ's_ 
Private Lightn ing cp8ning band-The IQ's 
Halloween Films and Magic 
. AH Events aaaln at a:oo Pffl · 
Admission ID most Events - $1 
*Admission ID Private Lightning - Students $4 
1100 Students $_& . 
IIIE IIIILL liEEP YOU COMPANY 
Muso 
Memorial Union Student Organization 
862-1485 
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Volunteers 
continued from page two 
involved," said Ulloa, "Eight of us 
were killed by Samoza 's counter-
revolutionaries, and 40 more died 
of disease." 
The teachers ranged in age from 
13 on up, but most of them were 
high school students. After week-
1 on g training sessions, the 
volunteers left for the countryside 
to live with their new "families." 
"We were hungry at times" 
Leiva said. "We slept on boards, 
we were bitten by all kinds of 
ins~cts and toget good drinking 
water we had to travel far. But we 
also kept in mind the reason for 
making these sacrifices." 
Ulloa explained that the 
"crusaders" helped the families 
they were teaching with the farm 
chores until . 4 p.m., and then 
taught the peasants until darkness. 
"After it got dark, we all sang the 
national amhem, ·· UJ,Ioa ~aiu. 
According to Ulloa, the literacy 
crusade had been anticipated for 
many years, but had been 
repressed by Samoza. 
"The Catholic Church had 
literacy programs before, but they 
were constantly harassed by the 
Samoza regime," Ulloa said. "The 
crusade was impossible under the 
regime of Samoza." 
Survil pointed out that the 
revolution meant more than just a 
crusade for literacy. . 
"It is important to understand 
that t~e. revoluti?n is recapturing 
the spmt of nat10nalism that we 
(t~e U.S.) may have lost," Survil 
said. 
According to Survif, he brought 
the young teachers to speak irrthe 
United States in order to "set the 
record straight on Nicaragua." 
"I also came to raise funds for a 
community reading room" Survil 
said. "What is the ;alue of 
: 'aching the people to read if they 
don't have anything to read?" 
S urvil, who is from Phiiadel-
phia, ~as been working in Central 
Amenca for the past five years. 
"It's hard to understand how 
poor the country is," Survil said 
"The average collection for the fiv~ 
parishes I'm responsible for is $25 
a week. And that's for all five put 
together." 
Survil emphasized that he was 
unsettled by · Congress's decision 
not to give aid to Nicaragua. 
"1'.m not sure if you're all aware 
of it, but your conservative 
Sen_ator Gordon Humphrey voted 
agam_st giving aid to Nicaragua." 
When a member of the audience 
P?inted out that Durkin, the 
Liberal U.S. senator also voted 
against the proposal, Survil 
shrugged his shoulders and said 
"Well, if you don't like us? ... ' 
Suicides 
continued from page three 
David Cross said that when 
s~udents feel depressed "they often 
give up the fun things in their 
lives." 
"But," he warns, "when students 
don't leave time for themselves 
other things will suffer." ' 
W~at ~re some of the early 
warnmg signs of depression? 
usually occur from one factor. "It's 
a general way of looking at their 
whole life--the way they interpret 
it. It's not just one single thing." 
What is a friend's role in this 
situation? "Listen, listen, listen," 
says Kiev. "Try to understand how 
· the. person feels." 
Cynthia Shar, Coordinator of 
Special Programs for Counseling 
and Testing also stresses the 
importance of being .supportive. 
"These people want alternatives. 
Help them to get help." 
Bicyclist 
continued from page two 
the tires had an additional benefit. 
"Thev _also held up better t111der 
th e w~ight," he explained. 
In addition to money spent 
d+i 
Hairstyling 
during the trip, Kirtner aiso 
invested a large sum of money 
prior· to it. The bike, which he 
bought just before he left, set him 
back $300. Equiptment, including 
a pack and sleeping bag, cost 
another $600. A final $300 was, 
spent on the plane ticket from 
Virginia to Oregon. 
According to Kirtner, he wanted 
to give the nation-wide support to 
Anderson partly because he feels 
- the Congressman is the most 
qualified candidate, and partly 
because of dissatisfaction with the 
current political system. 
"Anderson is obviously the most 
qualified man," Kirtner explained. 
"It . just disturbs me that the 
American people select their 
candidates based not upon issues, 
but upon which candidate has the 
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Editorial 
UNH's itnage depends on students 
HatVard, Yale, Colby and Bowdoin all had over 
a one hundred year jump on UNH. 
Their deep-rooted tradition is one reason why 
UNH is often not a first choice for the 
approximately 3,800 New Hampshire high 
school seniors who choose to continue their 
education each year. · 
In fact, over the years attending UNH has 
become a stigma for in-state students. 
When all of · the high school seniors begin 
searching for a college often their own in-state 
Untverstty ts "the last resort·· 
"If you do not get into one of the elite, private 
institutions or "if" you cannot afford to go to an 
out-of-state schoor there is always that 
application you sent to UNH. · 
But now, as President Evelyn Handler : said 
in her address to the media on Tuesday, we have 
to do something about improving UNH's image 
in its own baceyard. 
As Acting Admissions Director -Stanwood 
Fish said, "We have to convince them that the 
University is a window on the world--not just 
the same contacts and the same physical 
surroundings." 
An institution with 70 percent in-state 
students and 30 percent out-of-state students 
has to convince the New Hampshire high school 
seniors that UNH is worth being a first choice 
rather than just an alternative. · 
It is obvious that incoming out-of-state 
freshmen find UNH to be a viable school: this 
year 6000 of them applied for approximately 675 
slots in the freshmen class of 2250. While about 
3000 in-statestudents applied for the remaining 
1500 spots. Five hundred New Hampshire 
students were turned down. . _ 
"It is natural," Fish said, "for the 17 -year-old 
student who was born and brought up in New 
Hampshire to want to get away from his 
established roots." 
But Fish and Handler want to work with that 
inclination. They point to the internship 
programs, junior year abroad in France or Spain 
and the California exchange program with the 
Universities of San Diego and Chico. 
They realize they have to compete with the 
saturation of college representatives, espec_ially 
I 'LL NE VER G-ET 
ItvTO COL.LEGaE 
w tTH- THESE G-~ADES .. 
in the southern area of New Hampshire, where 
most of the continuing students come from. 
That is why they expect to begin a junior 
scholars program this year with a $15,000 grant 
from the Elliot Fund. Through this a few New 
Hampshire high school juniors will be selected 
to come to the Durham campus for two days in 
the spring, spending a night in a dorm and two 
days attending lectures, discussions and 
seminars. 
Students from Manchester, Berlin, Durham, 
Dover and Exeter need to be presented with the 
opportunities available to them in their own 
state.- · 
Sure UNH is the most expensive in-state-
institution--but it also has a very good record for 
awarding federal financial aid. 
New Hampshire students should be dispelled 
of their image t4at UNH is like "an overgrown 
New Hampshire high school." 
And current UNH college students are the 
ones who need to let their high school guidance 
counselors know that the hesitant choice they 
made as freshmen was worth a break with New 
England's elitist tradition. 
( DON'T IAJORRY 
ABOUT (T,- YOU 
CAN At-WAYS 
6-0 TO L)JJ, H, It 
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To the Editor: 
We would like to bring to the 
attention of the readers and, -in 
particular the editor and staff, of The 
New Hampshire that there are I 30 
UNH students from approximately 15 
different countries including the 
People's Republic of China, Thailand, 
Taiwan, Australia, India, furkey, Iran, 
Greece, Great Britain, Algeria, Niger_ia, 
and Ethiopia. These students organize 
trips, debates, dinners, food sales, 
coffee hours, etc. 
For the newpaper to desregard-
through ignorance or apathy-. this 
sector of the student populus 1s to 
disregard its own ability to expand the 
awareness of the potential benefits 
offered by these various representatives 
of the world community. 
Responsibility lies not only in this 
specific media source but through the 
other sources which are made available 
at UNH. 
An increased amount of activity 
regarding the foreign students-perhaps 
through interviews with them, more 
attention directed to the events 
sponsored by . or concerning these 
students. and even a weekly or 
biweekly colum·n devoted to 
international affairs--seems to be in 
order. 
Of course, other means of 
participation are available to 
Americans at UNH. These are through 
the International Student Association 
located at the International Student 
Mini Dorm, the Office of Foreign 
Student Affairs in Huddleston Hall, 
and, also by simply conversing with the 
students tehmselves. 
This letter is intended to promote 
involvement bv Americans· in events 
pertaining to the foreign students in 
their isolated environment and, 
secondly, to help the foreign stude_nts 




To the Editor: 
It is with much rtlarm and anxiety 
that I watch the CARP Moonies 
quietly filter back onto campus. N,:, 
one is really makmg much ot a tus:, 
about it, the reason being that very few 
students presently at UN~ were here ~t 
the time of the previous Moom<: 
controversy. This is part of the 
scheme, waiting four or five years su 
that those in opposition to them 
graduate, leave the area, and there are 
then only those new students who are 
unaware of their tactics. 
I, for one, was here during the 
aftermath of their previous visit to 
UNH. And I, for one, will not sit back 
and watch it all happen again! 
The purpose of this letter is !)Otto te~I 
everyone all about the Moonies. No; It 
is up to you to find out about them._ J?o 
some research if you're not fam1har 
with CARP or the Unification Church 
or the "Reverend" Sun Myung Moon. 
Ask some people you know who 
were at UNH four to seven years ago. 
What you will find out will not make 
you feel comfortable th~t they are 
trying to become a recognized ~tudent 
organization. 
They are now saying that they ha".e 
changed their ways (although this 
summer I was approached six separate 
times to buy flowers or candy for 
supposed "youth groups" and 
"missions''). Will, if they had changed . 
that much they would not belong to the 
same organization. They still follow the 
same warped values a_nd . twi~ted 
"religious" ideologies that JU~t1fy lymg, 
stealing and other pleasantries as l9n_11 
as thev are done for Rev. Moon. This 1s 
not to be tolerated. 
I, for one, am going to do everything 
one person can to stop these people. 
And it is damn well obvious that this 
campus had better wake up from their 
exams and their parties to face . this 
before the Unification Church is let 
loose here. 
If you think I am just one single 
peJson reacting emotionally, well then 
it is time you went down to The New 
Hampshire office and dug up some old 




To the Editor: 
I would like to introduce a unique 
group of 1ndividuals--the UNH Crew 
team. 
The Crew team is unique in respect 
to the intensive training, time and 
dedication involved with the sport. 
Each member works to achieve 
certain goals as individuals and as a 
group. 
The ultimate oal for every member of 
the team is to come across the finish 
line first. 
And for this to occur, much time, 
effort and money is required. 
The time and effort is put forth by 
each member is evident in daily 
workouts lasting 2-3 hours a day. But, 
the time involved doesn't stop here. 
In order for the team to survive, fund 
raising i-s crucial. Costs of operating the 
club include equiptment, travelini and 
a spring training camp, to name Just a 
few. 
UNH Club Sports is the initial 
supplier of funds for the UNH crew 
team. However, the money alloted by 
the organization does not meet all of 
our needs, therefore additional funding 
is required. This, we must earn on our 
own. 
There are various wavs in which we 
try to earn money We.have frequent 
bake sales, and consessions at concerts, 
and odd jobs are done as minor fund 
raising activities. 
This fall our biggest fund-drive is a 
work-a-than that will take place 
Saturday and Sunday. Team members 
will be doing various tasks in and 
around the community to bring in 
needed capital for the team. 
The university matches all the funds 
raised by; the crew team. 
But this is not enough. For example, 
the team's coaches: John (Panama) 
Marshall, Neal Stacy, and Olympic 
Rowing Team Captain, Liz Hills 
volunteer their time to coach the Men's 
varsity, Men's freshman, and Womens 
crews respectively, in add~tion to 
holding full time jobs. 
Also, boats must be replaced every 
three seasons approximately because in 
this time they lose their form and 
therefore effectiveness in competition. 
Each boat costs approximately $8000. 
We need your support in our fund 
raiser and at our races. This fall we 
have a 3-race schedule. The season 
opens in Middletown, . Connecticut 
Octover · 12th for the Head of the 
Connecticut Regatta. From there, we 
travel to Boston to compete in The 
Head of the Charles Regatta Octover 
19th. We finish up Nov. 2nd in 
Worcester for the Head of the Snake 
Ri".'._er Regatta. 
Come and cheer the UNH Crew 
team on to victory. 
Busses will be provided to the Elliott 
Bridge by the Harvard Yacht Club for 
UNH students. UNH is known for its 
enthusiastic student body support in 
the past. 
Join us in upholding this fine 
tradition. Hope to see you race day--
UNH CREW 
The New Hampshire 
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Arts & Features, 
The problem of the 
dummy and other antics 
By Nancy Hobbs 
I cringe as a knife-like pain runs 
, up and down my back. My right 
arm is cut and scratched. A small 
bruise has funned on my w1ist and 
has turned from light purple to a 
deep blue-green in a matter of 
hours. My legs feel like lead and 
my head is throbbing. 
I have just completed a five-part 
physical agility test given by the 
New Hampshire state police 
department at UNH. Aspirin has 
done nothing to relieve the pain. 
The past two months I have been 
training for short distance races 
running 30-35 miles each week. I 
thought I was in good shape when I 
volunteered to participate in the · 
test. 
I placed my left foot on a white 
marker ready to begin a 200 yard 
sprint. At the end of that distance, 
I would have to place a 165 pound 
dummy into a patrol car. 
I ran down the track toward a 
motion picture camera operated 
by two plainclothesmen. Between 
strides I tried to grin at the camera-
men. 
I approached the cruiser and 
took a few deep breaths ready to 
fully utilize my strength. 
I opened the back door and 
attempted to lift the bruised plastic 
dummy. Then I tried to move it. 
He was wearing torn blue jeans 
· and heavy black army boots. It 
was 165 pounds of dead weight like 
a stoned drunk roommate. 
, I tried to yank and twist him but 
I couldn't seem to get him onto the 
rear seat of the cruiser. Each time 
I'd get his head onto the running 
board, the bulk of his body would 
pull him out of the car. 
I tugged the plastic man for 
about four minutes until I 
managed to fold him like a pretzel 
into the back seat. 
I heard some applause and was 
rewarded with a pat on the back 
from a state trooper twice my size. 
"How much do ·you weigh?"asked 
the trooper. 
I was eye to eye with his stomach 
when I answered, "Oh, about 100 
pounds." _ 
One of the other male 
participants commended me, "Not 
that I'm chauvanistic or anything, 
but you reallv did a good .job lifting 
that weight." ( ·Fora girl, I thought 
to myself. I'll show him.) 
For my next exercise, I was to 
carry two truck weighing scales 
from the-trunk of a cruiser to a van 
50 feet away. I was told to place 
them under the rear wheels of the 
, van and then~pick them back up 
and return them to the trunk of the 
cruiser. 
I could carry the scales one at a 
time or together. I was feeling 
strong. Each scale weighed 20-30 
pounds and picking them up was 
like lifting a bag of feathers 
compared to the dummy. I easily 
·completed phase two and moved 
on tp -phase three. 
I relaxed and stretched a bit 
while the next task was explained. · 
I was to push an unattended 
motor -car about 25 feet from a 
standstill. I was still a bit sore from 
phase . one but I wasn't about to 
quit. 
car going toward the mark 25 feet 
away. 
The front tires crossed the line 
and I was able to take a short rest 
before moving to phase four. 
I reintroduced myself to the 
dummy. He lay lifeless (limp) on 
the grass by a stake. I was to drag 
him across a line 50 feet away. 
The dummy appearcJ to have a 
smirk on his battered face as I took 
a good grip on his legs. 
One yank and I was on my way. 
I worked my legs underneath me 
and pulled my foe toward the 
finish line. It was easier than it had 
been getting him into the car but I 
was still breathing rather hard and 
the muscles in my arm burned. 
I moved on to the last part of the 
land workout. This was the 1.5 
mile obstacle run. 
There were two sets of 7-8 tires, 
two plastic bags (representing 
water), two groups of cones set up 
in a maze and four benches placed 
around the track. At either end of 
the track, there was a six foot wall. 
I was to run around the track 
five times taking all of the obsta-
cles except the two walls. Those I 
would climb on my first loop only. 
On my fifth lap, I was to add one 
run up and _ down the stadium 
steps. 
I stood at the start feeling 
confident that this would be the 
easiest phase. 
I began my run zig-zagging 
through the cones at a steady pace. 
I rounded the first corner and saw 
the first six foot barrier. 
It stood more than a foot over 
my head. I began to question my 
confidence. 
I started to sprint and jumped 
the wall. I got a grip on the top but 
I coulcln't pull myself up. I slid 
down to the bottom of the wall and 
backed up to try again, very pessi-
mistic. 
My second effort was enough to 
thrust myself up and over the wall -)' 
and I continued on my way. 
The remainder of the course was 
fairly easy for me. Only the second 
six foot wall gave me trouble but I 
.still managed to get over it the first 
try. 
I glided over the benches with 
gazelle-like grace. I kept my feet 
dry as I cleared the simulated water 
and displayed fancy footwork 
moving through the tires and 
cones. 
"In fact, I never 
passed the tadpoks 
in YMCA camp ... " 
I passed two other participants 
as I made my way around the 
track--both of them men. (Good 
- for the ego.) 
On my fifth and final loop, I 
began to climb the stairs. I puffed 
a little bit harder but quickly re-
gained my breath on the way 
down. I glided through the 
remaining obstacles and crossed 
the finish line fairly relaxed. 
I had comple-ted the land 
workout of the test. 
Next -came the swimming. I am 
no fish. In fact, I.never passed the 
tadpoles in the YMCA swim camp 
when I was eight years old. 
When the troopers started 
walking to the pool; I hung back, 
pulling on my sweats. 
One trooper yelled to me. 
~•Aren't you going to swim for us?" 
I yelled back, 'No, I think I'll 
pass. "I had to turn down the offer. 
i would never have lasted for 200 
continuous yards in the pool. 
I decided to hold off applying 
for the state troopers this year. I 
think I'll wait until they come out 
with platform army boots and 
drive MG,'s. 
• 1 _Rough Draft by Laura Meade 
Look! Up in the sky 
... it's a bird ... 
no, just a plane 
Standing beside the tiny 1927 Curtis Travelair biplane, I ran 
through a mental checklist. 
Both arms, both legs, torso, head, neck,:..-yes, everything was in 
one piece. Luckilv. I thought, sjnce I wasn't sure my hastily 
written will was legally acceptable. 
. _ I'd smYf:v:ed my first airplane ride with flying colors. With 
enough proadiiig, I may eYen try again--sometime in the next 
hundred Years. 
My mother still doesn't believe I actually flew. Especially since 
the airplane was built antl flying almost 50 years before my birth. 
Her daughter is a Class-A. c: :icken who's petrified of heights. 
When I told her about the ride, •she just laughed. I won't even 
stand on a stool. I crv rather tha~1 climb ladders to clean ·tlle 
gutters. And I scream at the top of big_ hills, even wlien I"in in a 
car. Me ride in an airplane? · · 
It happened too fast .' The thought was first conceived at a 
movie. I wanted to enjoy the show, but the introductory 
commercial haunted me. Plum Island Airfield was advertised 
through beautiful · slides with airp1at!es gliding gracefully 
through the air: It looked so easy. 
My friends laughed at me too. "You'll never go up in aplane--
you'"'re scared to lift one foot off the ground." 
I'd show them. It's funny what pride can do to you. ButI didn't 
expect to prove myself so soon. I figured I have another40 or 50 
years to work up the courage. 
But b.'\·o days later. I was enroute tb the airport with a 3 pm 
appointment. I prayed· my car would break down, but of course 
that only happens when you.don't need excuses. Instead, I was 
earlv. · 
T,vo young men were in front of me and _bubbling with 
excitement. I couldn't understand why. Dick Borden, the 
airfield's owner and biplane pilot, entered the room. Casually 
dressed in l\lue jeans and at-shirt, only gold rimmed aviator 
glasses lent a clue to his identity_ 
My anxiety climbed. Was I expecting a sharp blue uniform 
lined with stripes? To dive__rtmyworries, I reflected on the past. It 
had been a good 20 years. Hopefully I'd live for at least a couple 
more. 
I watched the trio climb into the plane. I doubted its ability to 
stay in one piece. I <loubted my own more. 
Two short "·ings seemed to be precari<;msly balanced on tiny 
braces on each side. The propeller looked ready to take off on its 
own. The last time I'd seen a plane like that was in a museum. It 
was marked FRAGILE. 
My doubts mounted a~ ''1e small plane started taxiing. Wait, 
the runway's the other way! Instead, they bounded over the grass 
before lifting out of sight. I looked for a crack in the floor I could 
melt into. 
What about the runway'? The pilot's wife said old planes don't 
like them. Oh great, I thought. What if it gets too temperamental 
and decides it doesn't like me? The group wasn't gone long, but 
my stomach put every second to good use, knotting in rebellion. 
Finally, they landed. The plane had held out--just long enough 
to fall apart with me in_it, I was sure. 
Outside, thunder rolled in the distance. Oh shucks, an 
oncoming storm. I'd have to come back another day. Can'tflyin a 
storm, huh? Hord.en said he'd dodge the clouds. Thanks a lot. 
A photographer was present, no doubt capitalizing on my 
sheer terror by that point. 
Borden stood beside the plane, speaking of its history. He'd 
flown the antique in one movie and piloted a similar plane in 
another. Although he'd mvned the airfield for 15 years, the 
biplane was his baby. Other planes, Cessnas, were for work, he 
said. 
I half listened while I calculated my chances for survival. The 
odds against an accident are ... don't think about it. I thought. 
I've always landed on the wrong side of the odds. 
Gingerly, I stepped onto the wing to get into the cockpit. The 
metal seemed strong enough. since it held me. But I wasn't 
convinced of its airborn abilities. Maybe I should wait and go on 
a diet... 
One '-· seated, Horden wordlessly stated the engine. He'd 
warned me not to touch the controls. as ifI darerl to move. The 
engine isounded sick. Maybe a quick mechanical che~k? When I 
looked back, Horden sat calmly, outfitted in glasses and a leather 
cap. He looked like a World War I pilot I hoped he wasn't a 
kamikazee. 
Despite his experience, I prayed he knew what he was doing. 
It's amazing how childhood prayers are remembered in life or 
death situations. · 
Slowly, we inched down the nmway. I could still safely jump. 
But there ,,Trc no r:,arachutes. He spared me the bumpy grass 
take off anyway. . 
Suddenly. the ground began to fall. Or were we rising? Who 
cares, I was doomed all the same. Mom and Dad, I'm sorry for all 
the trouble I caused .... We were already soaring aboYe treetops 
and houses bv then. 
My hand ,,·as glued to the brace next to the cockpit. Although it 
connected the wings, it shook gentJy with the vibration of the air 
as \1\T ,Yhooshecl along. But I'll hold it together, I said. 
I firmly gripped the car door and 
put all my weight into the push. · 
The car slowly rolled forward and 
gained momentum. I used all my 
arm and leg strength to keep Jhe 
Sue Herskovitz demonstrates lifting the _165-pound dummy lnto the d 
police cruiser. (Rob Veronesi photo) _ I Rough Draft, continue on _pq,ge 15 
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L. Franklin Heald--the man behind the • music 
By Laura Meade 
For ten minutes each day 
Thomson Hall becomes the stage 
for a concert. The entire campus is 
suddenly an audience. 
And C Franklln i-ieald becomes 
a Concert carilloneur. . . 
The 63-year-old University 
Editor disappears into a small 
office on the third floor of 
Thompson Hall and majestic~lly 
takes his place at the organ-hke 
carillon. 
A flip of a switch on the wooden, 
desk-like machine, lined with 
wooden panels and off-white keys 
that are long faded with time, and 
Heald controls the sounds emitting 
from Thompson Hall's tower. 
Paper sheets of music are 
positioned before him. And the 
tall, lanky man with salt-and-
pepper crew cut and a well-
trim med beard proceeds to 
entertain all within· earshot. 
Long, slender fingers touch the 
yellowinQ kevs, sparking the start 
of a song. Small rubber knobs 
bounce off different sized metal 
rods. Electronics and four large 
amplifiers carry the music around 
campus. 
A slight grimace on the off-key 
notes, a smile and cheerful word 
!between pieces, and ·the 
conclusion--which always seems to 
- come too soon-is consistently the 
alma mater. 
After the concert, Heald hops 
onto his slightly rusted three-speed 
bicycle unniticed, heading back t_o 
Schofield House to resume his 
regular job. -
For the first time in over a 
decade, the carillon once again 
resounds daily. Altho-ugh 
purchased in 1952, lately it. has 
been used only for convocations, 
commencements and Christmas 
carols. And Heald is always the 
man behind the music. 
Heald agreed to perform daily at 
the request of a !riend. And wit_h 
generous University support of his 
efforts, he continues his daily 
serenades. 
There's a long history to the 
carillon, Heald explained. lq 19J2, 
after former registrar Oren "Dad" 
Henderson died, the alumnf 
decided to honor him with a 
memorial. The elctronic carillon, 
which cost $5,200, remains in 
Henderson's old office_along with 
other remnants of Henderson's 
time and contributions to the 
University and the state. 
When the carillon arrived, it was 
given to the music department 
under the care of Irving Bartley, a 
university organ teacher. He began 
to play it regularly for ten minutes 
at noon and again at 5:20 p.m. 
The l~ter concert was aimed at a 
parade of students heading to 
dinner at the "Comtnons," Heald 
recalled. Today, the "Commons"is 
known as Huddleston Di~ing 
Hall. 
Every Sunday there was a half 
hour concert that would draw 
large crowds to the front of T-Hall 
and cars would line Main Street, 
Heald said. That's when Heald 
became personally involved. 
Heald played the organ for the 
Community Church and had 
pfano experience also. At that 
time he held a different University 
position with an office on the 
second floor of T-Hall. After a few 
lessons from Bartley, Heald took 
his turn playing the concerts. 
Students also played the 
carillon. Because of a small quiet 
amplifier in the office, pe_ople 
could practice on the · carillon 
without 9isturbing the campus, 
Heald explained. 
Soon after, enthusiasm waned 
and the concerts faded out. For the 
past 10 to 12 years, Heald played 
only for special occ!1sions. 
including daily Chnstmas 
concerts d unng the weeks before 
the holiday break. His name is 
listed in commencement programs 
saying that the plays "selections." 
"But I don't play 'selections'," 
Heald said with a smile. "I don't 
know that piece." . 
This summer, a woman working 
for the Division of Continuing 
Education challenged Heald to 
play one Tuesday aftrnoon. More 
than 50 people enjoyed th~ lunch-
time seranade. . 
"It reminded people of wh~t it 
Rough Draft, continued from page 14 
Below us, the houses looked like tiny blotches on a home-
made grade school map. The cockpit was open, with the upper 
wing only a few feet ab_ove my head. A six inch windshild proved 
useless· as the wind ~hipped my hair and an occasional drop of 
rain stung my face. . 
Although convinced I wouldn't live to talk of it, I felt strangely 
at eB.se. The scene below was captivating. We so~en up the 
Merrimack River and wound back across the rollin_g hi!J.§ of West 
_ Newbu.IY, Massachusetts. Below, I detected roads I knew only 
from .drfving. · 
Gliding down the Parker River, almost to the mouth of the 
ocean, the shimmering blue water and different shades of 
,greenery were interrupted by an occ~sio~ house or stree~ 
Harden tipped the plane first one way, then another. My vice-
like grip on ilie brace seemed unnecessary, so I relaxed. Besides, 
I realized there was nothing I could do. Horden had my complete 
(almost) faith. _I hoped his plane decided to li~e me. 
We soared around Plum Island, and the plane s momentum 
was only occasionallv jarred by slight wind shifts. The once 
noisy engine seemed ·to pun happily. This wasn't so bad. 
At least not until three birds flew beneath us. I could feel the 
nausea creepmg up. I realized I was higher than_ I'd ever been 
before--but I loved it. Even when we chased another small 
private plane, I felt as though I could soar forever. I guess high 
altitudes do funny things to y0u. . 
The runwav loomed ahead of us, but I noticed he was gomg 
pretty fast Wav too fast! A row of tall pines stood beckoni~g us. 
This is it, it's ·over. I knew I shouldn't have trusted him. 
At . the last second, he pulled back and we headed almost 
straigh::. up. The exhilemtion made the rest of the flight more 
· serene.My stomach ceased its churning as we veered towards 
the coast. 
Sometimes, we'd fly low,. and other times, high. I was even 
beginning tolike it I.felt like Mikey on the television commercial. 
When we finally headed in to land, I realized I was 
disappointed. · · 
At least until we got close to t.he runwav. The ground rushed up 
to meet us and we bounced shakily before rolling to a stop. 
Ears ringing and face t ingling, I thanked Ho~en and told him 
the ride was awesome. Bevond that, I was speechless. 
In one · way, I feel like · a·t~ol. My pride could have killed me. 
But then again, it was an expenence 111 always reme~ber. I 
may never climb on a stool or a ladder, but those pictures 
imprinted on my mind, more than compensate my fears. 
L. Franklin Heald. (Laura Meade photo) 
sounds like if it is played,., he 
noted. 
Soon after, Eugene Savage, 
·vice-president of_ Univer~ity Gallery by Art Rlman 
Relations, moved his office mto 
Henderson's old room. His 
secretary Alice Taylor became 
interested in the carillon and asked l-----------------------;------1 
Heald to teach her to play. 
One day, while the two were 
practicing, someone from the Brakeman on the tracks admissions office came to the, · · 
office to say there was a tour 
starting out. 
"Alice said; 'Why don't you go 
on the air and play for a few 
minutes'," Heald recalled. "I said 
okay." . 
The admissions office got reall! 
excited and asked Heald to pla} 
daily for the 1 :30 pm tours, he said. 
"They used to play at 12 
o'clock," Heald noted. "But one 
professor complained to the. 
president's office a~out 'that 
noise;' I guess I got a, httle teed off 
about him not liking my noise." 
But when classes started this fall, 
the time was pushed to l pm so it : 
would not disturb classes. Heald·. 
manipulates the 64 bells to 
accomodate song requests. . 
"I guess I like to have this 
attention paid to me," he added. 
Due to time committments, 
Heald is looking for students and 
other people interested in playing. 
Even Baily will soon perform, he 
added. 
"Once it gets started, it's a good 
thing to keep goi11~· " Heald 
explained. "And if -others play,, 
then I can go home and have a nap 
after lunch," he added jokingly. 
Students are invited to practice 
with the carillon or just go upstairs 
to watch, Heald noted. Bufhe only 
plays five or six songs "so there 
won't be any of that noise from T-
Hall" when classes begin at l: 10. 
He also warned that it gets pretty 
loud in the office, but even Savage 
does not really mind. 
"I enjoy playing it ," he 
continued, "particularly when it 
creates such enthusiasm around 
the campus. Everyone says how_ 
great it is." 
Last week, two of Oren 
Henderson's daughters came to 
UNH for lunch with Trustee Jere 
Chase. They sat by the flag pole to 
listen and started crying, Heald 
said. 
"Of course, when you can play 
· for the two daughters of who it was 
donated for and make them cry-
you know you've got something," · 
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Gritnes . 
continued from page two 
. Grimes spoke of some of the 
changes in the town and area he 
had seen in his 64 years. 
"In the old days the businesses 
were closer. We had more time for 
fun. For instance, Ray 
MacDoanld, who worked at_ the 
Wildcat, locked a ball and chau~ to 
my front. door when I was getting 
married. Then he hung posters 
· around town about the wedding." 
"People don't do tpo man)'. thing 
like that now," 'he continued. 
"Everyone's too busy. Of course, 
back then the University only had 
about 12 or 1500 students. What's 
it now? About' 10,000?" 
Where the drugstore and Nicks 
now are was once a large building 
that had the First National grocery · 
store in it. Where the building that 
now houses the Cat Nip Pub and . 
Campus Copy was only a field. ~ll 
-houses had small plots with 
g:ardens. 
· Grimes said that the addition of 
Pease Air Force base did much to 
change the area 
"Mrs. Paine was reallr upset. 
about it like lots o(_people because 
she thought there'd be lots. of 
noise," Grimes said. "People didn't 
like being so close to it if there were 
a war. That was back in the late 
forties when Styles Bridges was a 
senator." · 
Grimes didn't like it when they 
made Main Street into a one-way 
street. He feels that it was making 
the town bigger than it really is." 
"Actually," said Grimes, "the 
townspeople h~d a petit~o~ out 
against it. I beheve the maJonty of 
the people did not want it. It got 
passed because it was voted o~ at 
the fourth day of a town meeting . 
and just barely carried through on 
hand votes. If it had been on a 
ballot I don't think that it would've 
passed." 
Grimes spoke about how the 
students' relationship to the town 
has changed through the years. 
"Durham is still a small type 
town. But back then the students 
gathered down here more. The 
main gathering place was the 
Wildcat. All the hockey players 
worked there and they even kept a 
re.al wildcat -in a <;:age therf- On . 
1 hursday nights all the stutl~nts . 
•would get together and _go into 
Dover to drink beer. That was 
back in the 20's and 30's. 
"I remember years ago that it 
was a big joke around that if UNH 
ever beat Brown (in football) the 
students would burn down the 
East and West halls in celebration. 
I don't remember when it was but 
they beat them once so · those 
dorms were watched over carefully 
for three or four days." (UNH beat 
Brown University its only time in 
1930, 7 to 0). 
"But even in the 60's we didn't 
have big demonstrations like oth~r 1 
places. One thing I do remember 1s 
when 15 or so students and a 
professor protested the war at 
Pease and walked back to 
Durham." 
"When they got into town they 
walked on one side of the street. 
while about 500 students and some 
policemen line~ the ot~er side," he 
continued. Nothing really 
happened. I said to a guy at the 
time, •Gee, it must take a lot more 
courage to be over there than to 
stand in the crowd on this side."' 
Wolllen's 
Center 
continued from page two 
They have scheduled a coffee 
house in Jessie Doe Hall on 
October 16 at 8 p.m. There will be a 
small donation for the event. 
' The office is in need of used 
furniture , and they are asking 
' people to donate a couch, chairs, 
and lamps. They can be reached by 
calling 862-1968, or by dropping 
by room 134 ii! the MUB. 
Hall 
director 
continued from page three 
surrounding the termination of 
his employment, and requesting 
that his letter of resignation be 
rescined, and he be reinstated. 
Accordint to Radsky, when he 
proposed the, idea of the letter to 
Chesney, Chesney replied 'Go 
ahead and write it.' Radsky 
deduced that the abrupt response 
ihdicated they'd already discussed 
this possibility. 
Carbon copies were sent to : 
Scott Chesney; Cynthia1 
Cummings; Gregg Sanborn, Vice 
president of Student Affairs; and 
all Area I Hall Directors. 
.. All the other Hall Directors 
expressed shock at the decision," 
Radsky said. 
Radsky said that his plea for 
reinstatement was, "kin2 of a 
joke," and · that if granted, he 
would probably formally resign 
due to departemental pressure. 
But, he went on that at least this 
letter presents his side of the story 
in documented form. And perhaps 
now the authorities will sit down 
and think the pending situation 
through much more profes-
sionaly. 
"I disagreed with University 
Policy," he said. "You're paid 
$5,000 a year and supposed to be 
God; the perfect role model all the 
time ... " He paused, "I just 
happened to get caught." 
Radsky is also considering the 
legality of signing a resignation 
' letter which he himself did not 
write. But he expressed his main 
concern and effort to be becau-se, 
"I don't want anyone else to go 
through the same thing." 
Poulton 
continued from page three 
George Hill , pathology 
professor at CSU, said he thought 
Poulton seemed surprised by the 
small number of minority staff 
positions at the Colorado 
university. 
"I don't feel this would make 
him any less of a good president, 
but he needs · to be aware of the 
situation here at CSU," he said. 
Another minority representative 
said, "He addressed most of the 
issues very well and seemed to have 
a sincere interest in the area of 
improving affirmative action 
here." ,. 
Poulton said the subject of equal 
opportunity was one in which 
"every effort to create employment 
should be made." · 
He went on to say, "an 
institution should be as reflective 
of the state as you can possibly 
make it. 
When one student asked 
Poulton what his views on 
intercollegiate sports were Poulton 
replied, "I am very much in favor 
of a balanced program for both 
men and women in college 
athletics." 
Today Poulton will meet again 
with the . presidential selection 
advisory committee, before 
returning to New Hampshire. 
STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE 
HAS LOWEST STEREO 
PRICES 
Pioneer Sx780 Receiver $189 
Pioneer PL300 Turntable $99. 
Aka: GXM10 Cassette $199. 
Our Free Catalog has many more deals on ' 
major brands, even lower prices on our 
monthly specials sheet. Send now and find 
out how to buy current &7 .98 list lp's for 
$3.69. Stereo Clearance House Dept CH68 
1029 Jacoby St., Johnstown, Pa. 15902. 
Phone Quotes 1114-536-1611 
( '\ • .., ~ - \ ~ . 1 , "1 , • ',.. -, ' . . ' ' - ' ' 
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STUDENTS 
TENNISandRACQUETTBALL 
$6.00 per hour 
walk-on rate 
(Not reserved) 
Must present full-time student I.D. 
may reserve after 9:30 p.m. 
(8 hour cancellation notice requested) 
GREAT BAY RACQUET CENTER 
RT 108 Newmarket 659-3151 
DIAL 436-5710 
INTOWN PORTSMOUTH • 
.90ci; / $1.80 
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From the cousin 
cousine people 
next week: 
"CLAIR DE FEMME 
On November 15th, on campuses throughout the 
nation, the Professional Qualification 'lest (PQ1) will be 
given- a test that could lead to your most exciting career 
opportunity. 
SuCCe&5fully competing on this test qualifies you for 
consideration by the National Security Agency. NSA is cur-
rently seeking top graduating students in Mathematics, 
foreign languages and the physical sciences to meet the 
challenges of important communications security and 
foreign intelligence production mi&5ions. 
If you qualify on the PQT, you will be contacted 
regarding an interview with an NSA representative. He or she 
will d~ the specific role you can play within such fields as 
data systems, languages, information science, communica-
tions, and management support. 
So pick up a PQT bulletin at your college place-
ment office. Fill out the registration form and mail it before 
PAGE SEVENTEEN 
CINE 1·•2·3·4 
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200 
November 1st, in order to take the test on November 15. There 
is no registration fee. But act soon. The PQT is given only 
once each year. 
If you have a Masters degree in Mathematics, or 
if you are graduating with a Bachelors or Masters Degree in 
Electronic Engineering, C.Omputer Science or a Slavic, Near 
Eastern or Far Eastern language, you may sign up for an 
interview wilhout taki,ng the PQT 
All NSA career positions require U.S. citizenship, a 
thorough background investigation, and a medical 
examination. 
11teNational Security Agency 
More than just a career. _ 
. 
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Tickets On Sale Now 
At MUB _Ticket Office 
STEVE 
. FORBER T _ 
with special 
guest 
. . AZTEC Two~sTEP 
Oct. 12 8:00 p.m. 
Field House 
$5.50 - students 
== $7.50 - non-students 
~ Ill 
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For Sale--one pair of women's BATA 
tennis shoes, size 8. Excellent condition; 
only worn twice. Asking $5.00 Call Joanie 
at 659-3559. 
10/ 17 BIRKENSTOCK SALE - the 
ultimate footweat at CLOSEOlJT prices. 
Hurry - only 1 pair per size left. Find these 
values at the WAX EAR - next to Franklin 
Theater. 
For Sale : TEAC reel to reel tape deck 
33005. Best offer. Call Ron 868-1193. 
10/3 For Sale: Photographic equipment 
(enlarger, trays, etc.), best offer. Women's 
ski boots (Koflach, size 7), $15. Sink-top 
electric washing machine, $10. 436-
2934. 
10/ 3 For sale: 84 inch sofa, sturdy, $70; 
Men's hockey skates, size 7, $20; call 
868-2296 after 5. 
For Sale. 1969 BSA 250 Starfire. Runs 
well. New battery. Inspected. 70 MPG. 
$250 or best offer. 436- 7217 
(Portsrnouth).10/~: 
16 yr. old Morgan/ Standardbrcd bay. 
15.3 hands,w/ Cortina saddle . 
Experienced rider. Rides dressage and 
western, good on trails.$500. 868-1676. 
10/7. 
2 - 4 Poly Snows mounted on Datsun 
rims. Hardly used. B.O. Call 742-3974. 
10/7. 
SPEAKERS FOR SALE: 1 oair ESS LS4 
Tempest Series - Large floor standing 
speaker system finished in Oak veneer. 
High efficiency plus high power handling 
enable this speaker to play cleanly at loud 
levels. very wide frequency response (35 
Hz. - 24 KHz. plus/minus 3 db.). Drivers 
include a 10 in. woofer, 10 in. passive 
radiator, and a revolutionary Heil "Air 
Motion Transformer" high frequency unit 
(with its own level control). List pricE! per 
pair $700. Paid $550. Will sacrifice for 
$350 per pair FIRM. For more information . 
contact KEVIN DAMON, Room 216 
Sawyer Hall. Campus phone: 2-1127, Pay 
Phone: 868-9854. 10/10. 
Fall bargain - Yamaha 350 RD '74. fast, 
reliable transportation, 9000 mi . 
Excellent condition. $695. Must sell, will 
negotiate. Mike after 6:00 pm. 749-0570. 
10/10. 
1972 VW Beetle, mechanically rebuilt, 
3,000 mi . engine rebuilt, with stereo, 
$995.00 call 772-4111 after 4 :30. 
10/10. 
For Sale: 1974 Honda 125SL. Excellent 
running condition. $325.00. Call Andy 
868-5609. 10/ 10. 
For sale: 5-string Banjo and case, 
excellent condition $100. Call 868-7218 
after 5. 10/7. 
BOB SEGER: Front Row Seats, ONE PAIR 
for sale. These are for the October 5 show 
at The Boston Garden. Tickets will be sold · 
Saturday (deadline 6 P.M.) to highest 
bidder. Call Todd in Exeter 772-2947. 
10/3. 
Motor Cycle For Sale: 1974 KAWASAKI · 
· 125 dirt or street, good condition, 90 
miles per gallon $235. 659-5017.10/ 3. 
1967 VW Bus Pop-top camper. l3adials, 
oil cooler, new shocks.steering damper, 
wheel bearings. 25 MPG/ hwy. $1150 
436-7217 (Portsmouth). 10/7. 
For Sale: 1911 Ghia convert. 4 sp., 1 
owner, excel. , cond., $1800; 868-2035. 
10/7. 
Wanted. Real Estate 
Sales Assistant for Field Experience 
course semester, Full-time requires 
11cense; part-time does not need license; 
salary apon : local firm; Call 862-1184; 
Deadline 10/ 3 
Wanted : Civil Engineer i ng Aide; 
$3.50/ hr, college work study; part-time; 
local area . Experience in geography with 
drafting skills preferred. Open to all Civil 
Engineering students . Call Field 
Experience Office, 862-1184. Deadline: 
10/ 3 
Wanted : Invoice cler,k for local business; 
Semester I, 30 hrs. / wk; salary 
negotiable ; Open to accounting , 
business, banking students for Field 
Experience. Call 862-1184. Deadline 
10/ 3 
WANTED - Assistant Storekeeper to 
assist in bursting and decollating and 
:ielivery of computer printouts to campus 
Friday. Call Jim Shankl in at 862-2323 for 
md interview. 10/ 10. 
Typing - Retired secretary. Experienced in 
all types of term papers, letters, resumes, 
etc . Reasonable rates. Prompt service. 
Located walking distance to UNH. Call 
Anita 868-7078. 20 Park Ct. Durham. 
. 10/21 . 
MENI -- WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! 
American. Foreign . No experience 
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. 
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for 
information. SEAFAX, Dept. E-8 Box 
2049. Port Angelos, Washington 98362. 
11 / 4. 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/ year 
round Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. 
All Fields $500 - $1200 monthly, 
expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free Info. 
Write: IJC Box 52-NH1 . Corona Del Mar, 
CA.9 92R, 10/ 3~. , 
PAGE NINETEEN 
Class Ads TRIP TO PAT'S GAME- Sponsored by Randall. Pat's vs. NY Jets, Nov.2nd. $10 incl. ticket & transportation.Tickets on 
sale at Area II desk from Oct. 1 - Oct. 7; 
Payment MUST accompany sign-up. 1st 
come - 1st serve. 10/3. Wanted: Computer Aide for local firm; 15 
to 20 hrs/ wk; pay negotiable; open to 
computer science, electrical engineering, 
math. ExceHent Field Experience position. 
Call 862-1184. 
· Wanted : U.S. Dept. of Energy interested 
in Chemical, Mechanical, Electrical, 
Engineering , Chemistry, Physics, 
Geology, Computer Scinece aod Business 
Administration students for second 
semester and/or summer full time Field 
Experience positions in Pittsburg or 
Morgantown. Pay $800-$1,000/rno. plus 
travel and tuition. Call 862-1184 
WANTED--Teacher's Aide for small 
alternative school in Barrington. Will 
assist in classroom programs for children 
ages 6-10. Will help with the supervision 
of children in after schol care 2:20-5 p.rn . 
Must be work/ study. Please call the 
Children's Workshop at 868-2920. 
10/ 10 Gymnastics Instructor wanted 
part-time; Concord Area Club-Gyminny 
Crickets; Please call Jim at 485-8165 
between 4 and 8. 
10/3 For Sale: out , mi. 
ragtop rollbar, new rubber, AM/FM . 
Cassette stereo, exc. in snow and mod.,; 
never plowed. Asking $3,500. Call Peter 
at 431-2559. Keep trying or leave name & 
number. 
10/3 1976 Subaru 5-speed GF-1400 
hardtop; 55K miles; 6 mo. old radials; AM-
FM radio, speakers. $1875. Call 942-
8835 
Jeep-1972 CJS-Excellent condition with 
low mileage . New paint job and 
undercoating . 100% rust-free. Dual 
exhause--wide tires--all renegade 
acc_essories. Best reasonable offer. Call 
228-1389. 
10/7 For sale-- '69 Datsun Pick-up. Good 
gas mileage, standard, needs little work. 
Must sacrifice. $600.00 or best offer. Call 
868-9703 Tuesday, Thursday or Friday 
after 4:00 p.m. Ask for robin in 201 . 
10/31973JeepCommando4W.D./A.T. 
Good Condition Asking 1,750 or 8.0. Call 
742~3974. 
Must sell a 74 Ford Bronco 4x4, never 
been plowed.good tires, new clutch, FM 
tape player: runs great, 18 MPG Hywy. 
$1,900or best offer, Please call Paul 742-
0521 . 10/3 
Lost - Male Tiget Cat (gray), Foss Farm 
Rd./ Orchard Dr. Area. Please call 868-
2305. 10/3. 
Large black, white, gray, long haired cat in 
Young Dr. Area. He has a flea collar and 
no front claws. Sizable Reward. Call 868-
1870. 
CONTACT LENS WEARERS: Save money 
on your brand name hard and soft lens 
supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog. 
CONTACT LENS SUPPLIES, Box 7453, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85011 . 10/14. 
TO ALL MORTAR -BOARD MEMBERS: 
There will be a mandatory meeting of all 
members on Monday, October 6 at 7:30 
p.m. in Ham Smith room 18. If you can't 
make the meeting please call Bev at 862-
2466. 10/ 3 , 
MEETING Oct . 6 at 7 p.m. in 
Commuter / Transfer lounge for all 
commuters and transfer students 
interested in becoming involved in our 
Homecoming Oct. 11 . We will discuss a 
float and cheering section. Promises to be 
a wild time! 10/3. 
ATTENTION CARPOOLERS: Space has 
been reserved in Lot B (near McConnell) 
from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. weekdays The 
area is monitored and posted. Space is 
ava ilable for cars with two or more 
persons. 10/ 10. 
ALL UNH STUDENTS ARE INVITED to join 
in a campus clean-up. Help Greek Council 
clean up for Homecoming. Starting at 
3:30 -p.m. Thurs., Oct. 9th at the mini--
dorms and going campus wide. Meet at 
the mini-dorms, bags provided. 
Sponsored by the Greek Council. 10/7. 
Nominate your parents for PARENTS OF 
THE YEAR - Monday and Tues., Oct. 6and 
7 - MUB, top level and in the dining halls. 
10/ 3. ~ 
All ATO brothers and friends wal"lting to 
participate in Homecoming. A wild time 
for wild people. Call MAC 659-6252. 
10/ 3. 
3B Wmson staff : I love you I love you I love 
you . Wish you were here or I were there to 
celebrate - CHEERS! I'm looking forward 
to another, and another, and another. 
Love, your devoted Cornhusker. 10/ 3. 
To the greatest braider around, Diane 
RandallZ, Thanks for the help Saturday 
night. A6. 10/ 3. 
T. i hope you read personals, cause i have 
to tell you i 'm always around seeeeeeeee 
you silly woman .. . the bear 
Deb - you 're a sweetheart. Hope you are 
psyched for Pick 2 sometime, cause I am. 
Dave. 10/ 3. 
Eda, Jane-Wayne and Suzanne-Marquis, 
Hey, stogie women 11 miss ya a wicked lot. 
Remember to party for me too but don't 
. end up like Rosaire Hardy. Get psyched for 
next semester, I am! I love ya tons- See ya 
in December, womanoids. Love always, 
Sl:lart,qlqa~ 10/3. 
mr. Dane Troup ... Your right hand palm 
must be rosev red by now after makina so 
much love to · it! Better luck next tim~ 
!oser! signed the phantom . 
Lefty & Mike - Thanks so much for dinner! 
L- I heard Rikitikitavi is on next week due 
to popular demand. M- break any 
windows yet? Love, Deb 10/ 3 , 
B.W .-When am I ever going to be able to 
buy you that bday drink I owe you? Call 
me. DB 
To my little sister Robin - Have a nice 
weekend cutiel Let's definitely plan a time 
to go downtown ok? Lots of love, Deb 
10/3 
Happy Bday Wendy -Have a great day and 
eat buttercrunch ice cream to your hearts 
delight! With love, DZ sisters 10/3 
Cath - Hey roomie, have a good one this 
weekend! Especially Saturday! Don't 
forget to come back though!! Love, your 
roomies. 10/3 
Thank you Alpha Chi Sisters for a fun 
soccer game and delicious dinner. We'll 
definitely have to do it again! 10/ 3 
Thanks for a fun afternoon DZ!! How 
about a rematch? 10/3 
SAE- Thank you for the use of your fron 
yard for our soccer game. Alpha Chi & DZ 
10/3 
Sheila - Good job kiddo - I think it was a 
"whippett" success!! Deb 10/3 
Have a spare dollar? DZ is selling raffle 
tickets. What's $1 when you can win 
$100 gift certificate to LL Beans or a $50 
gift certificate to Carroll-Reeds! 10/10 
dearest bruce - i love you .. . i miss you .. . i 
want you -tonight. always, lisa xxoox. 
10/3. 
Karen, I hear it will b~ one year, 
Wednesday the eighth, with the same 
guy. Too bad, huh? Just think how lucky 
you are? Well, stop thinking, cause you 
might change your mind. He hopes there 
are a lot more years to come. Love, J .W. 
10/3. . 
T - H~re's to a brighter day - even though 
you sleep through it. Glad to see you 
didn't suffer any bad side effects from the 
chile ... What do you think of reggie-jock 
now?! (and I don't mean the chilel) By the 
way, I do get embarrassed easily. reg. 
1()/::\ 
The Home Ee Honor Society invites all 
students to the Home Ee. Department's 
Open House Tuesd. October 7 12:30-2 
pm Pettee 308. A chance to meet facultv. 
staff & classmates. Sponsored by Phi 
Upsilon Omicron. 
CONGRATULATIONS [;)Z PLEDGES! YOU 
GUYS ARE THE BEST! Last night was just 
the beginning. Get psyched for lots and 
lots of more good times. We love you ... The 
DZ sisters. 
BONZO .9oes to UNH - Ape-man willing to 
do your dirty work. Mate letters, Love 
notes, Birthday wishes, etc. delivered 
with absolutely no discretion . 
Guaranteed delivery within campus via 
Anthropoid Package Express. Call Jim 
868-5024. 10/3 
Hugging you with nothing but happiness 
in our hearts does far more than what 
small squabbles could take away. Love 
will continue to find us if we travel 
together. From me to you. 10/3. 
Looking for a good time? Come to SAE's 
Fall Fest this Friday and Saturday from 
4:00 till 12:30. Tickets only $ 1.00 
Available from brothers. Come prepared 
for a wild time. 10/3. 
Beautiful-Can't Wait For This Weekend! 
We won't miss the swinging bridge this 
time - Well, maybe we can occupy our 
"study break" in other ways!?! S'AGAPO-
B. 10/3 
Wanted: two female & one male Sears 
and Roebuck underwear models. Food 
with large fingerprints on it and ~rink 
provided. Sorry, sleeping accomadat1ons 
a r o up fo, 91ob:, . Mu:.l bt> a~ lV :>Will.I I 
into hyperspace! Road T'rips Unlimited. 
10/3. 
Hey Twinkie Gang: Last weekend was 
unforgettable. I wouldn't have missed it 
for the world. Thanks a million for being 
who you are- you're all fantastic people. 
Eric. 10/3 
O.K. 36 Young Drive ... l'm back in action. 
We have here ... one batch of toasted 
brownies, one Diane missing in action, 
three very hung roommates, and one very 
tall loaf of bread ... uh huh, o.k. By the way I 
think we just "bought" a keg! Jacko. 10/3 
Jacko - Uh-huh, o.k. It's about time you 
got back in action. By the way our pet keg 
ran away, so we'll have to get it replaced. 
Maybe we can get one in patten leather. 
Too bad Diane came home within a week, 
we could have replaced her for one that 
does windows. (Just kidding, Diane.) 
Guess who. 
TO THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW 
HAMPSHIRE CAMPUS: Robin has 
RETURNED from Scotland! Look out, 
Durham - the spirit of the Boomer lives! 
10/ 3. -----------
dear glen- we all miss you lots and lots! 
hope you're feeling better and training is 
moving along smooth lyl loads of love from 
fisa, mom, met, randy, bruce, brad,sasha, 
and the whole ogunquit gang! 10/3 
__::..__;;;;;.=======:;;::;;;:;:~---
Lefty & Mike- Thankssomuchfordinnerl 
L- I heard Rikitikitavi was on next week 
10/3 The Big room-Used furniture 
Bought & Sold. 34 New York St., Dover, 
N.H. Opln daily 1-7 p.m. Sat. 9-5, Sun. by 
chance. 742-0726. 
10/ 3 ROOMATE WANTED: Own room in 
nice Dover apt. to share with 3 others. 
$125 mo. inc. heat. 742-8089. Keep 
trying! 
ATTENTION SKI BUMS!! UNH ski trips to 
Stowe Vt., Lake Placid, N . Y., 
Stratton/Bromely, Vt., Mt. Washington 
Valley, N.H. and Steamboat Colorado ov~r 
Winter Break. Ranging from $118-$138 It 
includes 5 days, 5 nights lodging, lift 
tickets, races, free beer and .morell 
Contact David B. Holtzman, Congreve 19, 
862-1653, 868-9803. Deposits are due 
by November 6, first come first serve. Also 
make reservation for Bermuda and 
Florida trips during Spring Break!! 
10/17 Professional TYPING at its best by 
UNIVERSITY SECRETARIAL 
ASSOCIATES. IBM SELECTRIC, choice of 
style, pitch; grammar, punctuation, 
spelling corrected. Reasonable rates for 
superior quality. Diana Schuman, 742-
4858 
10/7 Bass Lessons: Acoustic and electric 
b_ass,;,1~~~I.l!~~ic::al,_ rock, G.B. contact ,, 
Ben Lovell 778-1450. · 
1 0 / 7 All Ocnior:, intcrc~tcd in working on 
a senior committee to form some 
interesting and worthwhile senior events 
and to set up a memorable graduation 
ceremony. Please attend an organization-
al meeting on Tues. Oct 7from 7-8p.m. in 
Hamilton Smith r. 101. 
Join the Aerobic Exercise Group. Exercise 
to music. Exercise with friends . 
Beginning Tues. Sept. 30th between 7:00 
- 8 :00 pm. at Devine Hall Rec. Room. 
Register at 6:30 pm. The fee is $18.00 for 
11 weeks (3 hrs./wk.). Call Cindy at 868-
5201 or Julie at 742-8045 for more 
info.10/3. 
TREE WORK - Grad. student with 4 
years experience for hire. Pruning, 
topping, difficult removals. Reasonable, 
insured. Free estimates. Call Larry, 942-
5417. 10/28. 
10/ 17 Pregnant? Need help? A place to 
stay, medical care, financial aid, clothing 
and baby furniture. Call Birthiright 436-
5558. 
10/7 Gui.tar & Mandoiin Jessons -
Excellent teacher has openings in ~over 
& Durham locations. I've been teaching a 
long time and do it well. Ask around. I play 
in local band CAHOOTS. Five dollars -
forty minutes. ALAN ASH 742-8127. 
10/3 PRECISION TYPING--Experienced 
Secretarv. in all areas of typ_ing. Fast and 
professional results. Choice of type 
elements and style. Competitive rates-
Call now-Bethany 868-5746. 
Josie, and the entire "bidding 10/3 Ride wanted to Colorado, 
committee." Thanks you guys. You've whenever. Calt John 868-1183. done a great job! We're so proud of you. 
. 10/3 THE UNH CREW TEAM WORKS 
HARD - at chopping wood, raking leaves, 
cleaning windows, garages, cellars, etc ... 
HIRE US NOW (Oct. 3 and/or 4) and your 
tax deductible donation will help send u~ 
to spring camp and into the Winner's 
Circle! Won't you call us?! Nights (after 8) 
749-3800-Sue, 742-8624-Steve. Days 
Much lqve, Your sisters. 
Nancy- "We are corning into the kitchen 
now to get a glass of water - here we 
come I" Anyway, we want to thank you for 
pass-out, trench toast, BAD jokes and a 
super wekend. We'll do it again sometime 
soon?? (Hint-Hintl!I) Love, Suzi, Marc, 
Dani and Bruce. 10/ 3. 
HEY Bear!! Let's go back to Silver Lake 
and hibernate forever. Last week was 
only a taste of heaven. Just remember to 
bring your honey. Love Bruce. 10/3. 
Kev - Someday they will build a block 
between the Holiday Inn and _p_a_rki_ng,}~t_ 
and you'll owe me $20. HAPPY A.! -
Laura 10/ 3 
Keg Parties are great fun! Call Phil, your 
campus rep to find out about the Miller 
Brewing Company's promotional 
services. "Kegger time is Miller time! " 
868-971 7, 862-1288. 
What are you doing this weekend? Come 
to SAE's Fall Fest Friday and Saturday, 
4:00-12:30. Probably the last outdoor 
party of the semester, so be sure you're 
there. Tickets $1.00 from all Brothers. 
10/3. 
Meg ... Are you a hold out, or a hold on? 
Love & kisses from your late nite buddy. 
10/ 3 
Jacki- You thought you'd get awa·y with it 
didn't you! Well, you should get out of 
your twilight zone, you hold on, hold-out. 
SURPRISE! 
If you ever want to see your pie se~ver · 
alive, you better bake some more cookies! 
10/ 3 
Tex - "Stop your snivlin '. You 're gonna 
make some plastic surgeon a rich man. 
Oh, the prestige and the glory. I'm not a 
. human interest story .YOU-ARE-
THATI " eeeezzzeee. 10/ 3 
The Jewish Student Organization will be 
holding its first organizational meeting on 
October 7 at 8:00 in room 308 of the MUB. 
Questions? Call Joe 868-1827. 10/ 7 
Mary and Holly, can't help but notice how 
happy you both- are . now that there are 
men in your lives. Keep smiling I know 
how it feels . Deb. 10/ 3 
Phildo - "You're living in your own private 
Idaho - Get out of that state!" Kiss my ... 
10/ 3. 
SKYDIVING - THE ULTIMATE HIGH. CALL 
CH IS (603) 742-5352. I I I I I ' ' 
Lost - 5 month tortoise shell colored 
kitten, yellow stripe on face, short hair, 
female from Wood Road and Madbury 
Road Area . No collar. Is on medication. 
Sadly missed by family. Reward for 
return. Call 868'-1379, 868-5671 or 742-
6004 olease. 10/10 
10/ 3 Found: One Barracuda jacket at 28 
Baghdad Rd. last Saturday. Initials in 
fable. ID it and it's yours. Call Larry 2-
1490 or 868-5512. 
CHEMISTRY MAJORS - Win a FREE TRIP 
to Mexico! Find out more at the 1st 
·Cnemistry Club meeting Monday, Oct.6, 
7:00 p.m. in lddles L-1 Basement. 
Refreshments served. 10/ 3 
(9-5) 862-2031-Mary, Janet. ' 
Services: Housecleaning - Durham Area -
Reasonable Rates. Experienced and 
Reliable. · 868-1808 Leave name and 
number. Stephanie. 10/3 
ACADEMIC RESEARCH-- All fields. Save 
time & improve your grades. Send $1 for 
catalog of over 12,000 topics. Authors' 
Research, Suite 600-A, 40,7 S. Dearborn 
St., Chicago, ILL. 60605. (312) 922-0300. 
11/14 
10/10 Immediate Openings tor Avon 
Representatives (male or female) in 
Durham and surrounding towns or 
dorms. Start now for big Fall and 
Christmas profits. Earn approx. $40.00 
out of every $100.00 sales. Phone Gen 
Smith, Avon manager for appointment 
742-6~_6F: ___ . 
COOL-AID 
is ~onducting 
initial training for all 
new volunteers on 
October 4 
•••••••••••••••• 
Are you interested in 
joining a .personally 
rewarding organizationil 
Call us for more details 
862-2293 (after 7 PM) 
. COOL-AID HOT LINE 
INFORMATION,.& HlifrERRAL1 SE1RVl€E,,, 1 •· • • 
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THE. NORSEMEN LOUNGE 
Presents 
Sun~ Oct. 5 8:30-12:30 
"CROSSFIRE" 
Hear the sound of one of 
the best bands to come out 




Open. 6 Nights, Tues - Sunday 
I 
0 II 
GEORGE BURNS STARRINGIN OH.GOD! BOOK II 
, A GILBERT CATES FILM 
suzANNE PLEsHETTE. DAvm BIRNEY. ,NTROOUC~zg LOUANNE :ACY 
MUSIC BY CHARLES FOX STORY BY JOSH GREENFELD SCREENP~~ JOSl=I GREENFELD 
ANo HAL GOLDMAN. FRED S. FOX.SEAMAN JACOBS. MELISSA MILLER 
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED~ PRO~~~g>E~~~ GILBERT CATES FromWornerBros. ffl\ 
SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN T~chnicolor® A Wor:~:~:i.:::~~:::=,~~:;.~:.:: "' 
OPENS \ ~TOBER 3RD 
ATATHEATRENEARYOU 
Sickel r;integrate himself into _ the . · ·university communi~y in order to 
continued from page six make his and Fuller's voice heard. 
. \ . He has lived for the last two years 
has formed an exploratory college on $3,500· he inherited. He lent 
that is investigating the formal most of his inheritance to a relative 
mathematical basis for Fuller's who b~ught a piece of land whkh . 
theories of synergenics. has appreciated considerably since 
· Synergenics comes from the then. When he gets the money back 
Greek word sunergos which means he is going to use it to help 
working together. Sickel, a_nd purchase 42 hours of videotapes of 
Fuller, believe there is enough food Fuller lecturing. He plans to , 
and energy being produced in the donate the tapes to the Dimond 
world, but it isn't well distributed. Library, where he says the people 
Sickel ·sees the concept of property have treated him kindlv for vears. 
ownership falling down while th~ Fuller lecturing. He plans to 
number of self-sufficient dwellings donate the taoes the the Dimond 
_in the country rises. Library, wh ere he says the ~eople 
· At last year's World Games, have treated him· kindly for years·. 
where Sickel and other followers "I'm trying to make more social 
of Fuller congregate every year, contacts. I've been thin.king this is 
the participants designed a plan to th~ fjrst time I've talked about my 
put greenhouses on the roofs of rehg1ous expenerice · since ii" 
buildings in Philadelphia to make happened," Sickel says. 
the residents more independent. However, Sickel says he will be 
Doing more with less is how persistent in trying to pass on the 
Sickel lives his life and, as he sees words of Buckminister Fuller. "I 
it, the way to a better world. Sickel will have a voice here," he says 
says Fuller can imild 300 to :mo softly. "I will be brass and make 
skyscrapers .. o.ut__of. the same people think." 
material it usually ta.kff to build Sickel is entering a new period in 
one by using a mathematical his life. He still scans the books in 
concept called tensegrity (tension the library and-says in the last 14 
and integrity). . · years has looked at most of them. 
Sickel is building models out of He still lives outdoors, but he's 
cardb.oard now to help himself and lo_oking for a place to stay in. the 
others understand the concept. He wmter. ·· , 
has been hanging geodesic dome~ . "There's been a lot of despair in 
· a·n over· campus to announce his my life. I'm sort of a disaffiliated 
college which 1s in session every person. I'm what happens when 
Thursday night at the enviro1;1- you don't get a degree or fit into 
. mental mini-dorm. (A geodesic established patterns,': Sickel says. 
dome is interlocking polygons ''-But it's an experience. I think 
which stay together with a minimal it's closest to being an Amencan. 
amount of tensi_on.) - _ _ You ask me if I'd like to fit in, well, 
Sickel has · been tryin_g tQ ·,,. I'd like to be an American Indian." 
'1llll1lllliliilllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUllllllllilllllllllllilllllllilllllHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!" 
I ; i . Ananuon carnoo1ars1 · i 
§ i = = = = = = = = 
I - I I Space has be~n reserved in I 
I Lot B (near McConnell Hall) I 
! from 7:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. I 
e · weekdays. a i The area is Rlonitored by an I . 
a attendant and is poste_d with s~gns. a 
a Spaces are available for cars a I Carrying tw~ or more persons. i 
i Effective October 1 i = = 
·1ffl1UIUIIIIIHUHJIIIIIIIHIIHDIDlll1llllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllll1Hllllllllllillllllllllllili1liSS 
Any Students interested 
in supporting 
Warren Rudman · 
for U.S. Senate ... 
There will be an 
organizational meeting 
Wednesday, Oct. 8 . 
at 7:30 p.m. in room 2Q7 
Horton ·social Science Center 
\ 
Sponsored by 
Students or Rudman 
4 • .-.. I ,- • • . ' "' l I i / 
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For Late Night 
Munchies 
Weare 
OPEN UNTIL 2:00 AM 
TUESDA Y-SATUR_DA Y 
S~nday & Monday 11:00-9:00 PM 
29 Main St., Durham 
(acrou from the Durham Po1t Office) 
the cat is back\ 
. "~T ll~~ 
A-.._9'1 ~~ ~ 
-.:. 1/?, :· -~ ~ s \~) i 
UNH 
HOMECOMING ~so 
Friday, October 10 




8:00p.m. D.J.RussDumont: Dance&Contests; T-ShirtPrizes 
MUBPUB 
Saturday, October 11 
10:30a.m. DecorationJudging 
Houses & Dorms 
12: 15 p.m. Homecoming Parade 
Main Street to Field House 
1:30p.m. Football: UNHvs.Maine 
Cowell Stadium -
4: 00 p.m. Reception for President Handler 
1925 Room, Elliot Alumni Center 
Sunday, October 12 
8: 00 p.m. SCOPE Concert: Steve Fobert 
Field House 
-uvM blanks netmen· 
By Steve Danish Crosby began coming on strong 
The UNH men's tennis team in the second set, but not soon 
entered its match with the enough. "He had me flustered 
University of Vermont last because he was a lefty," said 
_ Tuesday with high hopes of a Crosby. "I hadn't played any lefties 
prosperous afternoon, but as usual and Wh(in I finally figured it out, it 
something went wrong. was too late.•• 
The Wildcats (0-5) weren't able Phil Murphy and Paul Kruss, 
to generate any kind of momentum number four and five · singles 
against the confident Catamounts players respectively, lost in straight 
who clobbered UNH, 9-0. UNH sets also. 
was only able to acquire one set in UVM's Phil Abdala easily 
its dismal showing. handled Murphy, 6-0, 6-1 while 
"I was surprised they beat us Ken Wittels found Kruss almost as 
that bad," said UNH coach Bob simple, winning 6-2, 6-2. . 
Berry. In the first set, stomach cramps 
UVM edged UNH 5-4 last year. hindered Kruss's play. "I just 
"New Hampshire has over the couldn't move," said Kruss, "and 
years been a real struggle for us, he just played better than me." 
I'm verv surorised," said UVM The longest match of the ' 
coach Hal Grei~.- afternoon occurred at the number 
For UNH, the losses came six singles position . where UNH 
auick. In less than ati honr, lTNH'11. fre£hinan Dave Siinonton took hi.s 
number one seed, Pete Dickson, adversary to the duration before 
frustratingly shook hands with his ·bowing, 7-6, 4-6, 4-6. 
opponent after being blasted 6-1, The marathon match lasted for 
6-1. over two and a half hours and 
"The New Hampshire boy made Simoilton's sadness was not 
so many more errors," said Greig. u n e x p e c t e d . ' ' H e 's v e r y . 
''It's a game of errors, not emotional," said Berry, who later 
winners." added, "I think he has the potential 
The statement could have to be the best player on the team." 
pertained to most of the UNH The three doubles matches 
singles playets. ended almos't simultaneously with 
Peter Quinn made a number of UNH dropping each one in 
unforced errors as he was straight sets. A lack of 
ousteadied by freshman Mike communication plagued the 
Bonfigli 6-1, 6-0 at the number two doubles players, all of which didn't 
singles spot. . play with their usual partQer. 
"Peter Quinn was baffled," said With one match remaining in 
Berry. "I told him he wasn't the season, traditional powerhouse 
playing · with confidence and he Boston University next Wednes-
agreed." . day, the · netmen should finish 
The number three singles player, winless. 
George Crosby, was playing with When informed that BU was 
confidence but that wasn't enough UN H's next opponent, UVM 
a_s _ he fell 6-1, 6-4. coach Greig said, "Oh,, God." 
UMass doubles up · to 
def eat netwomen · 
By·Sue Valenza 
The UNH women's tennis team 
brought home a tough 3-6 loss 
from UMass Wednesday, it's 
record slipping to 2-3 o_n the 
season. 
Everything just didked · for us. 
Hopefully · the _rest of the season 
will be the same," stated Crowe. 
"Susan and ~atti both played 
their best matches,•• added Mills. 
Overall, Mills was pleased with 
the team •s showing against_ U Mass. 
"It was really a close match. We "We were determined to do better. 
had won three matches to their I felt that everyone played better 
four with two to go so it was and we were playing against a 
exciting to the very end," noted tough team. UMass had strong 
UNH coach Joyce Mills. players all the way down the line," 
Number one seed Lori Holmes · said Mills. 
got on the winning track again The Wildcats have a break 
with a 6-1, 6-0 · victory over Sally • before they travel to BC next 
· Fryberger. "I felt I was in more Tuesday. "BC shouldn't be as 
confrol, •• said Holmes. tough as UMass . but there are 
Holmes was the only Wildcat things we11 be working on before 
able to post a victory in single~ Tuesday, mainly singles players 
competition. Celeste Beliveau, practicing coming up to the net on 
playing in the number two slot for short shots, and serving 
UN H dropped· a 3-6, J-6 decision consistently," explained Mills. 
to Elizabeth Sullivan. -"Celeste really played very well. 
going to Lee Robin;~~ a~d Winnie She had a strong opponent but 
Gutmann playing in the number nearly every game went to deuce," 
two position and nut~ber three said Mills. . 
dou~les pair Susan Hannas and Kelly Torr, playing in the 
Patti C~owe. Number one doubles . number three ·position for UNH 
team K1ma dn Lee · B<:>sse lost 1-6, was upset 2-6, 4-6 along with 
4-6 to the strong UMass d\lo of Hilary Branch wh·o lost a 
Carolyn Tarbell and Cathy Burke. heartbreaker 4-6, 6-3, 6-7. 
Robinson and Gutman~ played Cathy Cook fell short 2-6, 2-6 
to a three set match posting a 6-1, and Cindy Guay was defeated by 
- 5-7, 6-4 victory over Linda UMass' Paula Natale 2-6, 2-6. 
9'Sullivan and Tambi Me~c~r. Branch's effort was described by 
L~e serve~, very well and t~at was Mills as "one of the better college 
a big h,el~, commented Mills .. __ matches I've seen. Hilary played 
Also cited was the outStandm~, against a super player. Either one 
play of Susan _Hannas a~d Patti could have won. It was that close a 
Crow~ who easily handed ma 6-3, match,,, noted Mills. 
6-2 wm. UNH won two out of three 
"Susan played really well. doubles matches with victories 
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YC· football stats Morning Line 
CONFERENCE STANDINGS 
w L T w L T Pts Opp 
Boston University 3 0 0 2 0 0 86 9 
Connecticut 3 1 0 1 0 0 · 102 43 
Maine 2 2 0 1 1 0 37 · 73 
Massachusetts 2 0 0 0 0 0 63 12 
Rhode Island 1 2 0 0 1 0 49 54 
New Hampshi!e 1 3 0 0 2 0 50 71 
PASSING 
Ken Sweitzer, CT 
Terry Lynch, RI 
Tim Fontaine. MA 
Jim Jensen, BU 
John Tursky, ME 























-Yds Pct. TD Cm/ G 
722 .511 6 11.5 
369 .530 1 9 .7 
195 .842 3 8 .0 
389 .546 2 8.0 
330 .450 1 7.5 
224 .568 0 7.0 
G Att Yds Ave TD LG Yds/ G 
Lorenzo Bouier. ME 
Jim Quinn, NH 
Gary Pearson, MA 
Gregg Drew, BU 
Jon Rodgers, RI 
4 116 605 5.2 3 47 151.3 Editor's n·ote: All handicapper's are picking against the house line. UNH. athletic director Andy Mooridian (3-
3-1) and the Old Grad hooked up in a dead heat last we.ek.. This week's guest is UNH head football coach Bill 
· Bowes. 
3 93 375 4 .0 3 20 125.0 
2 47 209 4.4 3 18 104.5 
3 58 280 4 .8 
3 47 233 5.0 
PASS RECEIVING 
G No Yds Ave 
Reggie Eccleston, CT 4 18 386 21.5 
Joe Brooks, RI 3 11 117 10.6 
Joe Markus, CT 4 13 140 10.8 
Gary Pearson, MA 2 6 43 7.1 
Curt Collins, NH 4 11 151 13.7 




















Wildcats idle and ii, jured 
By Larry McGrath 
Does a week off hurt or help? 
The UNH football team is idle 
this Saturday because of a 
scheduling mix-up. Dealing with 
the break in routine and the 
amount of idle time is new to the 
Wildcat coaching staff. 
injured Denis Stevens, was drilled 
while running the ball on · a 
scramble. The result was three 
broken, ribs and his status for the 
rest of the year is questionable. 
••chris might be gone for the 
year," Bowes said. '"If significant 
healing has occured we may 
consider us.ing a flak Jacket." 
midway through the opener 
against ·u Conn, after he hooked up 
with Stevens for a 49 yard scoring 
pass. 
"Frank hasn't done any running 
yet but he has made significant 
progress," Bowes said . "He'll 
definitely be back against Towson 
State the next week if he can't 
come back for Maine." 
Gary Pe~rson, MA 
G TD EP FG Pts P/G · 
"I've never experienced an open 
date before," said UNH head 
coach Bill Bowes, now in his ninth 
year at the helm in Durham. 
"Fro.m a coaching standpoint, 
we 're concerned about how we 
should handle it. We want to keep 
The flak jacket is worn undeT the 
jersey and protects .the rib cage ' 
area. It was made famous last year 
when Dan Pastorini, then 
quarterback for Houston of the 
NFL, was able to play in the 
playoffs because of it. 
Jim Quinn emerged from the 
victory over the Big Green in good 
shape despite his 37 carries. 
2 3 1-1 0 20 10.0 
Sean Weeks, BU 3 4 0 0 
Bob Segar, CT 4 0 12-12 6-8 
J_im Quinn. NH 3 3 0 0 
Mike Barbiasz, MA 2 2 0 0 
PUNTING 
G NO Ave 
Rusty Umberger, CT 4 23 39.8 
Dave Nardone, ME 4 24 36.2 
Sean Weeks, BU 3 10 34.9 
Tom Calkins, NH 4 24 34.6 
Ray Lamard, MA 2 9 33.4 
Ralph Guerriero, RI 3 8 33.0 
PUNT RETURNS 
Joe Markus, CT 
No Yds Ave 
Reggie Eccleston, CT 
10 145 14.5 
Ron Mangarelli, MA 
7 86 12.3 
Cal Whitfield, RI 
4 39 9.7 
4 36 9.'0 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
No Yds -Ave 
Rich Coppola, BU 2 ··65 32.5 
Peter Ouellette, ME 9 197 21.9 


































. hitting to stay sharp but we don't 
want to get anyone hurt." 
The reason the Wildcats are 
without an opponent this weekend 
is that • the University of 
Connecticut had originally 
scheduled both UNH and Colgate 
for the October fourth slot. 
Realizing the error, UConn 
appealed to their fellow Yankee 
Conference member in Durham. 
UNH complied with the request 
and agreed to open its season a 
week earlier. September sixth the 
Huskies showed their appreciation 
by beating the 'Cats, 20-10. 
"They asked us to move the 
game up to accomodate them," 
said UNH athletic director Andy 
Mooradian. ••It doesn't happen 
often, so we try to cooperate." 
Romano, a senior, may have 
ended his season when he injured 
his knee ligaments late in the 
Dartmouth game. 
."It11 be at least five weeks before 
we could have him back on the 
field," Scott Biron, the UNH 
athletic trainer, said. "He11 be in a 
cast for three weeks, then we11 
check him out to see if the 
ligaments have healed. It could be 
six weeks, maybe even seven." 
Encouraging reports on · two 
injured starters should be 
heartening. Denis Stevens, who 
broke his hand against Wayne 
State almost three weeks ago, may 
be back for the Maine 
Homecoming game. Frank 
Keough, starting split end, may 
also return rt his m3urect knee 
continues to heal. 
"jimmy 1s healthy after a ball 
game for the first time this year," 
Bowes said. "He has a little bit of a 
strep throat but he should be 
practicing today." 
Quinn earned the Boston 
sportswriters association's "Gold 
Helmet" award for his 167 yard 
performance Saturday and seems 
recovered from his earlier dizzy 
spells. 
Tackle Ken Kaplan has been 
bothered by a strained shoulder 
problem. He's being held out of 
practice until Monday so it can 
heal. He should be ready also for 
Maine. 
"The week off gives us a chance 
to heal the bumps and bruises 
we've gotten," Bowes said. "Also a 
lot of the kids have exams now and 
if we had a game, the team 
meetings would consume a lot of 
their stuclying time." 
Jon Rodgers, RI 4 76 19.0 
Joe Markus, CT 
23 0 . 
ihe 'Cats could use some rest as 
the squad has suffered a number of 
injuries over the first four games of 
the season. Quarterback Chris 
Collins and co-captain tight end 
Doug Romano suffered serious 
injuries against Dartmouth 
Saturday. Collins, filling in for the 
"Denis has been running but he 
won't take-a snap from center until 
Monday," Bowes said. "We're 
counting on him being back for 
Maine." 
The returning stars force a 
couple of freshman performers 
back into less active roles. Rick 
LeClerc, who came in for the 
6 108 18.0 24 0 
Keough has been out since 
FOOTBALL, page 23 
ByBillN~r 
How JJI little propaganda went a long way 
The-Universftl,;~ New Hampshire's victory 
over D~out1:f~~11ege is one of the biggest 
upsets m the h1sfP,jy of Granite State football. 
The adjectiv~:: poured out: stunning, 
astonishing, ihc~:~jble, shocking, unbelievable. 
I was silent I was. the little boy with the box of 
Cracker Jacks. I knew the surprise was in the 
box so it's really no surprise at all. I expected it 
My critics are quick to point out the fact that I 
had predicted a Dartmouth victory in both 
schools' student newspapers. Dartmouth 28 
UNH 3. What they refuse to understand is that I 
was playing possum. 
The critics will mention a quote · next to my 
predicted score in The Dartmouth. "It'll be a 
cakewalk--that prediction is conse1vative." They 
will refer to a similar quote in The New 
Hampshire. "With no time left on the clod~. Rustv 
Foster kicks a field goal to avoid the shutout.';' 
UNH won 24-7. The critics looked at me as 
one would look at a fool. 
The UNH coaching staff will point to their 
masterful game plan and its execution by the 
men they teach. Team members will note the 
total effort; the offense, the defense, the special , l .. 
teams. 
But they all know the truth <;lespite_their efforts 
to conceal it. And the shameful fact is, even the 
big, strong football players are not man enough to 
admit it I was responsible for that victory. Don't 
· let them kid you. 
A simple look at the facts reveals the truth. . 
Before the Dartmouth game, UNH was a team 
living on what-ifs.UNH's opening day loss to the 
University of Connecticut was because the 
Huskies got the breaks and UNH did not 
Wayne State was a team UNH felt it should 
have beaten but failed miserably. Boston' 
University was another hard-luck story. The 
Terriers got the breaks while UNH was short-
changed again .. 
And so here they were headed for Hanover. 
Winless Wildcats wondering what would go 
wrong this time. I saw it coming and took the 
necessary ~ction. Pick Dartmouth big in each 
paper. 
The Big Green will fall asleep and UNH will 
wake up. The pressure of playing Dartmouth, a 
team that has dominated UNH was secondarv. 
The topic had been changed to did you read this 
a~shofe's prediction. The psychology behind the 
mk had its effect 
Dartmouth quarterback Jeff Kemp, son ofU.S. 
Senator Jack Kemp, said after the game, "We 
can't take these things for granted. We failed to 
play with intensity. 
He believed the line about the cakewalk. The 
politician's son was taken by the journalist and 
his propoganda. 
If any doubt remained to what I like to call my . 
psychological possum plan, a chant in the UNH 
showers ruined any further speculations. 
"Who's Bill Nader? Who's Bill Nader?" The 
Wildcats were displaying their appreciation. 
They were well aware that thinking of me 
allowed them to relax and play 60 minutes of the 
kind o_f football they were capable of playing. 
I asked where the presentation of the game ball 
was being held as I prepared my acceptance 
speech. But here it is six days later and I am still 
waiting. 
Thankless bastards. With this in mind, I 
intend on J?ickil}g UNH against Maine and ruin 
everybody s Homecoming. To think I have to 
resort to that tactic just beca~se they won't give 
me what is rightfully mine. · 
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UNH's Carla Hesler; One of the chosen few 
By Sue Valenza 
She's like most any other UNH 
junior; active socially, athletically, 
and intellectually at various 
capacities. There's really nothing 
particularly unique about Carla 
Hesler. Nothing, that is, except 
· recently being named to the 
Women's National Field Hockey 
Team. 
Hesler is one of 50 outstanding 
female athletes chosen to repres.ent 
the United States during the 
coming months. She'll begin 
playing at an international level 
October 12 in St. Louis as part of 
the U.S. team's "5-City Tour." 
"I really couldn't believe it when 
they called to ask me to play in St. 
Louis. It's hard to explain how 
excited I am to have the oppor-
tunity to play internation-
ally," said He_sler. 
Field hockey began for Carla in 
Lynnfield, Mass. during her 
freshman year in high school. She 
played all four years at the varsity 
level beginning at right halfback in 
her freshman and sophomore 
years and later switching to "link" 
position in her junior and senior 
years. She was named MVP her 
senior year and was also a member 
of the League A1l-Star Team. 
She played on the varsity squad 
as a freshman at UNH, playing 
steadily at link position by the end 
of the season ( 1978-79). "During 
the summer after my freshman 
year at UNH, I went to 
developmental camps where I 
really learned a lot," explained 
Hesler. 
The developmental camps she 
refers to a re la be led as "C," "B," 
and "A" camps. Any post-high 
school player may enter the week-
long "C" camp (with recommenda-
tion). 
sometimes gruelling series of drills, 
scrimmages, and practice sessions 
held at various sites across the 
country. 
has a great chance of being named 
to the National team also," noted 
Hesler. Murtagh also attended A 
camp this summer and played with -
the U nder-21 team. She is 
currently a senior at UNH and tri-
captain of this year's team. 
Carla played other . sports, 
including tennis, during her high 
school career, but really prefers 
team sports to anything else. "I can 
get as much satisfaction from 
playing a team sport and winning 
than playing an individual sport 
and winning an individual title. 
"Working together with 
teammates and being successful is 
the most rewarding thing there is. 
A challenging sport like field 
hockey gives me the opportunity to 
do this," stated Hesler. 
In reference to her. own part on 
the UN H squad, Hesler explaineel 
that she really works to become a 
better asset to the entire team, not 
necessarily for her own individual 
performance. Teammates agre-e 
that this is what makes her such a 
successful player. 
Senior tri-captain Patty Foster 
agreed saying that-''Carla is a very 
good player who deserves national 
recognition. Other teams tend to 
look out for you knowing that you 
have a national player on your 
team. I think this gives the whole 
team an incentive to play better 
because other teams expect it of 
us," said Foster. 
Hesler said head coach Jean 
.Rilling "builds up my concentra-
tion and really motivates 
the entire team. Ifwe can maintain 
our concentration, we can play as a 
successful team." 
Rilling is of course very excited 
for Carla. "I also played field 
hockey internationally and I can't 
deny her that opportunity." 
Rilling attributes Carla's success to 
her technical ability, quickness, 
and her high capacity for hard 
work. 
. Outstanding athletes from C 
camps are invited to attend B 
camps, where a higher level of 
hockey is played requiring a higher 
capacity for work. Standouts from 
the various B camps are then 
chosen to attend A camp, an 
outstanding achievement in itself. 
Carla Hesler in her penalty corner position. ·(Nancy Hobbs Photo) 
"I think we'll do really well this 
season. We're always a fast team 
but this season we're a more skilled 
team than before. We also seem to 
have depth in both the offensive 
and defensive lines. So far, things 
are going really well," noted 
Hesler. 
Carla made it through each of 
these camps during the summer of 
'79 which climaxed with the 
National Sports Festival held in 
Colorado Springs. By the end of 
the year, she was named as an 
alternate for the U.S. Olympic 
Team. "As an alternate, I was just 
there to fill in for anyone who got 
injured. There weren't any injuries 
though ... ," she said. 
This past summer Carla was one 
of 70 players who attended A camp 
and was chosen as part of an 
"Under-21" team which played 
against the Canadian National 
team. 
"This summer I really worked 
on specific skills more than 
anything else and it really paid off. 
Playing on the U'nder-21 team was 
a great experience," said Hesler. 
"All 50 girls named to the 
National team will attend the 
week-long Virginia Tryouts 
beginning December 26. The 
squad will be cut to 26 players, 
V olleyhallers bury Bridgewater 
By Donna K. Dayton . 
The UNH women's volleyball 
team cruised through an easy 
victory over Bridgewater State last 
night in Lundholm Gym by the 
scores of 15-5, 15-5, and 15-4. 
The Wildcats domina'ted the 
match containing Bridgewater to 
only five points or less in each 
game. "They were too easy, we 
didn't really have to work too hard 
to beat them," said sophomore 
Karen Baird, who was back in 
action after a sprained ankle kept 
her out of last week's tournament. 
UNH cnach Jane Job was happy 
with her team's first home match 
victory, but wished Bridgewater 
was more of a primer for its 
upcoming tournament this 
Football 
continued from page 22 
weekend. 
"They're not very strong 
offensively or defensively, but it 
did give me a chance to get my subs 
in the game and contribute to the 
_win. Everybody' been working 
hard in practice ~nd I wanted to 
see my subs get plenty of play 
tonight," said Job. 
From the beginning of the first 
game, UNH demonstrated 
complete control over Bridgewater 
as co-captain Ellen Winiarcyzk 
reeled off six serves in a row. 
Iris Rausher played her usual 
aggressive game spiking point after 
point. She also served eight serves 
in a row, which destroyed 
Bridgewater's hopes for a 
comeback. 
homecoming," Bowes said. 
Bill Peach, a first-year flanker, 
has become the favorite target of 
Wildcat quarterbacks since 
Keough's injury. Peach will 
continue to start at flanker but 
Keough 's return may cut down on 
·Bridgewater fought frantically 
to stay in each game, but found 
UNH's defense too hard to 
penetrate. UNH's co-captain Lee 
Cuthbert was a main factor for 
Bridgewater's frustration. 
"Lee had some good hits and 
played very aggressively tonight," 
said Job. 
Although the Wildcats played 
solidly in each game, their setters 
were a little off offensively. "We 
got some nice blocking from Linda 
Martello, but our setters were a 
little shaky,." said Job. 
The Wildcats travel to the 
UMass Invitational tournament 
today. UNH will play URI, 
UConn and Syracuse. 
primary receiver." 
Maine faces Lafayette at home 
this Saturday and UNH will get its 
first look at the Black Bears. 
Lorenzo Bouier has flashed his 
way to 605 yards already and gives 
them a powerful running attack. 
the footballs thrown in his 
injured Collins and led the 'cats to direction. "We haven't seen Maine yet, you 
scores on his first two offensive can only scout the opponents a-
series, will sit down if Stevens is "Peach dropped some passes week ahead of time," Bowes said. 
ready. that he usually catches early in the "We won't get any films until 
'"'Stevens will be looked at by the season," Bowes said. "He made Saturday, but every coach that 
doctor on Monday and we hope some key catches the last couple of plays _them says Bquier is the best 
he'll b-e able to throw bv _games. We switched to him as oµr .. ba~k m. ~h_e,co~ference." 
"l,..Jr,-.. ·.n-[ r'">f.>'t,n ~•- 1h11'\ · 1•t1 . ·- ,~,. . '.,:-
including three alternates. Sixteen 
of these players will be part of the 
Elite Squad that will represent the 
U.S. at the World Games held in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina next 
April. During an Olympic year, the 
Elite Squad plays as the Olympic 
team," explained Hesler. 
"I really think Cheryl Murtagh 
Aside from her physical ability, 
Carla Hesler has the ability to put 
teammates ahead of herself and the 
ability to work with other~ towards 
one common goal. It's this ability 
that will bring her success at any 
level of competition, whether 
-collegiate, national, international, 
or olympic. 
UNH sophomore Karen Baird wins th~ battle at the net. 
(l'ted.Finkel photo) __ ~ •. 1~- .,. ~., .. ·, L ' , • , ; ', ..__, ~. 
.. ~ J .J • ,,· - -
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Ali can't answer hell; 
Holmes TKO in 11th Sports inside ... Carla Hesler 
Host Iowa tomorrow 
UNH stickwomen register two shutout • WIDS 
By Jackie 1~1acMullan 
The UNH field hockey team 
preserved its undefeated record 
this week by rolling over Bentley 
College 2-0 yesterday and 
destroying a listless Brown 
University, T-0 on Tuesday. 
Junior Carla Hesler led the 
UNI-I attack with a goal against 
Bentley and . a remarkable five 
goal, one assist performance 
versus Brown. .__..._ 
The Wildcat's win over Bentley 
was not neaify as convincing as 
- their victory over Brown. UNH 
'was still able to dominate play 
against the Falcons, who were 
ranked number three in Division II 
last year. 
The scrappy Bentley squad 
prevented UNH's offense from 
clicking and it wasn't until 20 
minutes into the half that the 
Wildcats began to play. 
It was the mainstay Hesler who 
came through for the Cats when 
she took a pass from Cheryl 
Murtagh and blasted it past 
Bentley goalie Caren Ashkar to 
start things off. 
Murtagh scored a goal of her 
own before the half when she 
dodged Bentley back Mickie Tidd 
on a reversed stick move and let 
foose a low drive that landed in the 
lower left corner of the net to put 
UNH on top 2-0. 
Chances by Haroules; Murtagh, 
and Leary in the second half did 
not produce any more goals and 
the first half score stood as the 
final. 
Though on the winning end of 
the score, UNH coach Ri1lling was 
disappointed with her team's 
efforts. 
· "I am upset at their 
performance; I'm upset at their 
execution," said UNH coach Jean 
Rilling. "They have to be able to do 
the job all the time." 
Carla Hesler put on a scoring 
exhibition against Brown on 
Tuesday as she converted on every 
scoring opportunity that came in 
her direction. 
"Carla was playing inner and 
was in the ideal position to 
capitalize," explained Rilling. 
"She was set up beautifully by her 
teammates and remained calm in 
the circle and did the job." 
From the start Brown proved to 
be no competition for the Wildcats 
who dominated play from the 
opening whistle to the game's 
completion. On the third straight 
penalty corner 13 minutes into the 
game, tri-captain Gaby Haroules 
stick-stopped the ball and flicked it 
past Brown netminder Amy 
Bennett for the gamewinner. 
Minutes later, Hesler followed 
suit and made it 2-0 UNH on a 
·perfect pass form junior Donna 
Modini at right wing. 
Carla picked up her second goal 
on sheer hustle and determination 
inside the circle. The 5' 2" inner 
streaked in from the right side and 
lunged the ball past Bennett in the 
lower corner. 
Just 23 minutes into the first 
half, Hesler was assured of a ha_t 
UNH freshman Lorraine Leary fires a shot at Brown go,iltende.r Amy Bennett in the Wildcat's 7-0 win. Gaby 
Haroules looks in background. (Nancy Hobbs photo) 
trick when she picked up a 
Lorraine Leary rebound and put 
the Wildcats up by a comfortable 
4-0 margin. 
"I fet;l confident up on the front 
line," said Hesler, who used t"o play 
midfield for the Wildcats. ''The 
passes form everyone were great. 
Our line works well together and 
,anticipates each other's moves." 
Brown's only threat of the game 
came at the start of the second half. 
Amy Crafts and J9an McLeod 
cal-h had shots on net but they were 
stopped by UNH's Robin 
Balducci, who continues to look 
sharp minding the nets for the 
Cats. 
To regain its offensive surge of 
the first thirty minutes, UNH 
. turned to the pint-sized Hesler who 
didn't disappoint them. On a play 
in · which she collided with the 
Brown goalie Bennett, Hesler was 
awarded a penalty stroke which 
she cashed in on to make it 5-0, 
UNH. 
Amid Hesler's beroics, 
teammates Patty Foster, Lorraine 
Leary, and Cheryl Murtagh were 
all over the field demonstrating 
fine two-way play. Murtagh set up 
Hesler's fifth tally of the day when 
she dodged Brown defenders 
LaMay and Sturtevent and sent 
the lead pass inside the circle where 
Hesler was deadly all day long. 
Cathy Sauchuk notched her first 
career goal as a Wildcat with three 
minutes left in the game to round 
out the UNH scoring. 
"It was a great goal for Cathy to 
score," praised Rilling. "She got it 
on sheer determination and 
aggressiveness. She just kept at it 
and got by three people with her 
stick." 
UNH will meet Iowa here 
tomorrow morning in what 
promises to be a big game for both 
teams. 
"We can't afford to let up at all," 
stressed Rilling. "They have to be 
ready if they're going to go where 
we plan to go." 
Booters without offense; Rams ramble, 2-0 
By David Elliott 
The University of Rhode Island 
soccer team, ranked number two in 
New England and number 12 in the 
nation, defeated UNH 2-0 in 
Durham on Tuesday. The Rams 
are now 6-0 while the Wildcats 
have lost four in a row and are 1-5 
on the season. 
Despite two first period Ram 
gpals, the game was close until the 
final whistle. UNH showed signs of 
brilliance, moving the ball 
assertively on offense and checking 
men tightly on defense. 
The Wildcats were not 
intimidated by the powerful Ram 
squad. URI coach Geza Henni had 
nothing but praise to give the l,JNH 
team. •~They are a good team," he 
said. With some scoring power 
they will be a very legitimate 
contender." 
The first 20 minutes it was all 
URI. The Rams had 15 first half 
shots, ten of them coming in the 
early stages of the period. Vincent 
McCrudden found himself with 
the ball right in front of the goal 
after a Ram corner kick. He blasted 
it by a helpless Gaillardetz for the 
first goal of the game. 
With that goal, UNH came to 
life. Jeff Growney and· Jamie 
Walters had the best chances for 
the Wildcats but could not convert 
on their opportunities. 
Barry Ralston caught UNH 
napping with just four minutes left 
in the first half. From just inside 
midfield, he lofted a soft kick into 
the penalty . area that R uey 
Caetano redirected into the goal 
with his head. 
UNH controlled the second half, 
but was unable to get very close to 
the goal. Highly regarded URI 
sweeperback Kevin Murphy 
proved why he has earned so much 
praise. · 
From his position at the far end 
of the fi~ld he somehow managed 
to direct the entire URI game plan. 
He never allowed a UNH player 
even close to the goal. 
Halfback Simon Ostrov, who 
was born and raised in Russia, but 
moved to Newington, Conn. four 
years ago, said, "UNH played a 
tough defensive game. It was one 
of our closer games." 
As usual, it was a lack of offense 
that plagued the Wildcats. They 
have scored a measly three goals in 
six games this season, all of them 
coming in the 3-1 win over Keene 
St. 
A frustrated UNH coach Bob 
Kullen said, "one of these days we 
are going to put the ball in the net-
and win. But I was really proud of 
the kids today. They wanted to win 
and they knew they could win up to 
the very end," he said. 
· URI, on the other hand, played 
. a lackluster game, showing no 
apparent spirit. "I was not very 
pleased with our play today," said 
Henni. "We let down in the second 
half." 
UNH did manage to shut down 
high scorin·g Ram forward Len 
Mercurio. He is the all-time URI 
point scoring leader with 66 points. 
When he scores one more· goal, his 
47th, he will also become URI's all-
time leading goal scorer. 
URI's Vin McCrudden stuffs a shot past UNH goalie George Gail_lardetz despite the effort of Mike Colburn · 
(20) to prevent the score. Bob Crowley (4) and Kevin Reusch (17) look on. (BillHill photo) 
